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LETTER FROM
THE MAYOR

In developing the 2020 Strategic Plan, the Decatur community made climate action 
a top priority. Together, we affirmed that the climate crisis is here. Significantly 
reducing our greenhouse gas emissions and leading in the transition to clean and 
renewable energy is critical to our future, locally and as partners in a more global 
community. 

The Clean Energy Plan is a key step in these efforts, and the goals we set today will 
help guide the decisions we make to foster an equitable, thriving, and welcoming 
Decatur for all, today and in the future. Achieving the goals outline in this plan will 
require an ongoing commitment from each of us – city leadership and staff; business, 
institutional and faith leaders; residents, and all stakeholders within our city.

Decatur’s network of strong civic organizations and vibrant community groups can 
ensure that all of our stakeholders are involved in setting and achieving our goals and 
in centering equity and inclusion in this clean energy transition. The City’s forward-
thinking building policies can serve as a strong foundation for creating the net-zero 
buildings of tomorrow and reorienting the impact of the built environment on our 
climate and natural world. Our longstanding focus on smart-growth, transit-oriented 
development, and supporting a walkable, bike-able, age-friendly community, positions 
Decatur well to lead in realizing a zero-carbon transportation future. Decatur can be a 
leader and innovator in this important work, and it will take all of us to do so.

In addition to addressing our community’s emissions, investing our time, effort, and 
dollars into energy efficiency improvements and a clean and renewable energy future 
can have other substantial, positive impacts. Well-designed policies and programs 
can help reduce energy burdens for our residents struggling with energy costs 
and make our homes and community buildings more efficient and comfortable. 
Trainings for clean energy jobs, scholarships, and other support for Decatur residents 
can make these jobs of tomorrow accessible, while efforts to attract and retain 
green businesses can enhance Decatur’s local economy and support a thriving 
community. Reducing emissions and local air pollution can reduce asthma rates and 
improve overall public health and well-being. This need for bold climate action is 
also an opportunity to create a future that truly embodies the vision we have set for 
ourselves.

We encourage you to read and endorse this ambitious plan and to find ways to 
participate in reducing our energy use, our greenhouse gas emissions and in making 
our community more resilient, environmentally sound and in protecting our climate.
On behalf of the City Commission, I want to thank everyone that has helped us get to 
this point and encourage all to participate in this important work. Together, we can 
make our community stronger and healthier. I am confident we can create the future 
we want to see for our city.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
As a prosperous and growing 
community, Decatur takes its 
role seriously in reducing the 
impact of emissions related to 
its energy consumption. Decatur 
recognizes that it must go beyond 
the minimum efforts called for 
by the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change in its very 
low greenhouse gas emissions 
scenario to help account for 
other communities’ inability to 
act. As such, Decatur is planning 
to eliminate its government and 
community carbon emissions 
from electricity by 2035 with 
all remaining community 
uses, including transportation, 
eliminated by 2050.

This document, Decatur’s Clean 
Energy Plan, is intended to guide 
Decatur’s energy transition and 
address the City's contributions 
to the climate crisis, while also 
improving living conditions and 
addressing equity issues. This plan 
describes a path to a Clean Energy 
Future, while facing an aggressive 
goal and conditions outside of 
Decatur’s control.

Building on Decatur’s Strategic 
Plan to:

 – Think Holistically

 – Confront Climate Challenges

 – Work Together

 – Embrace Accountability and 
Pioneer Innovation

The Clean Energy Plan was 
developed with deep engagement 
of Decatur’s residents through 

roundtables, surveys, community 
industry professional interviews, 
and a two-day in-person charrette 
(integrated planning session). In 
addition, the process sought to 
educate residents with learning 
sessions focused on actions they 
can undertake to help Decatur reach 
its goals.

The planning consultants, Southface 
and Greenlink, utilized Greenlink’s 
Advanced Clean Energy Scenario 
modeling tool to help community 
members, partners, and decision-
makers visualize the costs and 
benefits of shifting their energy 
supply to a more clean and 
renewable fuel mix. Inputs from 
initial engagement sessions guided 
the team toward a scenario entitled 
Social and Local Impact. 

This scenario describes a pathway 
that leads to higher public health 
and job benefits than the Cost-
Effective Scenario, with lower costs 
than the Maximum Scenario (which 
describes unlimited investment). 
Survey results and charette 
participants confirmed this scenario 
as matching Decatur’s community 
values. 

The Social and Local Impact 
Scenario calls for a cumulative 
investment of $57 million, including 
government and private, in Clean 
Energy over the period of the goal, 
reaping cumulative benefits of $507 
million and avoiding nearly 1 million 
metric tons of CO2 emissions
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To attain these benefits the plan 
calls for seven impact areas 
further described in the plan.

1. Leading by Example 

2. Building Community Through 
Investment 

3. A Clean Energy Fund    

4. Greening the Built Environment  

5. Moving to Low-and-No Carbon 
Transportation 

6. Advocating for Larger Solutions 

7. Closing the Gap 

The goal of eliminating Carbon 
Emissions from Electricity by 
2035, with all remaining uses 
eliminated by 2050 starts with 
these impact areas and includes 
a “100” Day work plan to begin 
the investments necessary for 
success. 

The City of Decatur and the 
consultant team appreciate your 
participation in development and 
adoption of this plan.
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INTRODUCTION

THE COOPER PLACE, BUILT IN 1877 FOR GEORGE WASHINGTON 
SCOTT, IS NOW THE SITE OF THE DECATUR RECREATION CENTER 
AT 231 SYCAMORE ST.

The City of Decatur became 
a prosperous town after its 
incorporation in 1823, primarily 
due to its proximity to railroad 
networks in  Atlanta. In contrast 
to its busier neighbor, Decatur 
offered a peaceful and quiet 
atmosphere. 

Today, it enjoys much of the same 
renown. Decatur is known for its 
vibrant downtown square and 
strong small business community, 
abundant green spaces, walkable 
neighborhoods, educational 
institutions, and transit access 
to nearby metropolitan areas. 
Each neighborhood offers its own 
unique character along with a 
shared goal: a thriving, equitable, 
livable city.

That goal is at the core of this 
Clean Energy Plan and guides 
the City’s efforts to combat 
the impacts of climate change. 
Community engagement revealed 
that many Decatur residents are 
currently feeling the effects of 
climate change. The Southeast 
is at high risk of facing more 
frequent heatwaves and rising 
average temperatures. 

Over the last 30 years, Decatur 
residents experienced an 
average of 20 days above 95 °F 
and are expected to see that 
number increase to more than 90 
days by 2050. These increased 
temperatures are expected to 
exacerbate respiratory illnesses 
like asthma. Children especially 
are negatively affected by asthma, 
which is associated with increased 
emergency room visits and missed 
school days.1,2 
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Like many other urban areas, 
Decatur is susceptible to the heat 
island effect. This phenomenon 
occurs when natural land 
cover is displaced by buildings, 
asphalt, and other impervious 
features, resulting in increased 
rates of heat absorption and 
retention. Over time, this effect 
results in increased reliance on 
air-conditioning and therefore 
increased energy consumption, air 
pollution, and heat-related disease, 
such as heat exhaustion and heat 
stroke, and mortality rates.3,4 

The need for more air-conditioning 
to keep people cool during 
summer months increases  
energy bills. Residents who do 
not have sufficient access to air 
conditioning may need access 
to cooling centers  to avoid 
extreme illness or death. Nearly 
800 households north of West 
Howard Avenue and East College 
Avenue already experience severe 
energy burdens.5  Energy burden 
is quantified as the percentage 
of household income that is 
spent towards electricity and/
or natural gas bills caused by 
excessive energy usage, inefficient 
appliances, and/or poor housing 
stock.6 For families already facing 
financial struggles, higher energy 
bills that accompany increased 
temperatures can cause higher 
levels of stress and health issues.7

The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) states 
in its latest report that current 
plans to address climate change 
are not enough to limit warming 
to 1.5°C above pre-industrial 
levels – a threshold scientists 
believe is necessary to avoid 
more catastrophic events.8 The 
City of Decatur has pledged to 
cut carbon emissions as quickly 

as possible, serving as an example 
to other cities around the United 
States. Committing to a renewable 
energy transition will reduce 
climate emissions, improve public 
health, support jobs and economic 
development, and help the City 
achieve its vision of a thriving, 
equitable, livable Decatur. 

A WAY FORWARD

On May 17th, 2021, the City of 
Decatur’s Commission approved an 
initiative to develop Decatur’s Clean 
Energy Plan.9 This Plan is intended 
to guide Decatur’s energy transition 
and address the City's contributions 
to the climate crisis while also 
improving living conditions. Decatur 
will shift energy consumption away 
from fossil fuels in an economically 
sustainable and equitable way, 
ensuring that residents, business 
owners, worshippers, visitors, 
commuters, and all Decatur 
residents enjoy the benefits of this 
transition. The City of Decatur has 
decided to break up the goal into 
targeted, intermediate timelines to 
tackle the ambitious goal of shifting 
toward 100 percent clean and 
renewable energy: 

 – All municipally owned buildings 
will be supplied by 100% clean 
and renewable Energy (fully 
electrified) by 2030.

 – By 2035, community buildings, 
which include commercial 
and residential buildings, will 
be supplied by 100% clean 
and renewable electricity. All 
municipal vehicles will be fully 
electrified by 2035.

 – By 2050, all other community 
uses, including transportation, will 
be supplied by 100% clean and 
renewable energy. 
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2030
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS WILL BE SUPPLIED BY 

100% CLEAN AND RENEWABLE ENERGY

2050
ALL OTHER COMMUNITY USES, INCUDING 

TRANSPORTATION, WILL BE SUPPLIED BY 100% 
CLEAN AND RENEWABLE ENERGY

2035
ALL MUNICIPAL VEHICLES WILL BE ELECTRIFIED

COMMUNITY BUILDINGS, INCLUDING 
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, WILL 

BE SUPPLIED BY 100% CLEAN AND RENEWABLE 
ELECTRICITY

The City of Decatur recognizes that this timeline is ambitious. Achieving the 
goals set out in this Clean Energy Plan will require ongoing engagement with 

Decatur residents and periodic review to track progress, celebrate victories, 
and incorporate lessons learned to ease Decatur’s path forward.
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THE PLAN AT A GLANCE

Decatur’s Clean Energy Plan is 
intended to serve as the initial 
roadmap for its journey away from 
fossil fuels. The Plan incorporates 
the vision, mission statements, 
and climate action commitments 
from the 2020 Strategic Plan, 
which are:

Think Holistically
 Create interconnected climate 
and social policies, programs, and 
projects by identifying gaps in 
equity and leveraging community-
driven opportunities. 

Confront Climate Challenges 
Strengthen environmental 
sustainability and resiliency by 
aligning Decatur’s clean energy 
goals and practices. 

Work Together
Continue to design and promote 
community engagement 
opportunities and regional, cross-
sector partnerships. 

Embrace Accountability
Commit to learning from past 
injustices to measure progress 
toward equitable climate 
outcomes. 

Pioneer Innovation
Continue to seek bold and creative 
climate and social solutions to 
serve as an example to others.10

Decatur recognizes that a 
transition away from fossil 
fuels will ultimately impact its 
community residents in many 
ways. Prioritizing the voices 
of residents will be a crucial 
component to moving forward. 
With the community in mind, 
Decatur worked with several 
partners  to hear concerns, 

experiences, and input from 
residents and visitors. Greenlink 
Analytics and the Southface 
Institute helped provide analytical 
and community engagement 
expertise. 

Key partners included:

Agnes Scott 
College Center for 
Sustainability

Better Together 
Advisory Board

City Schools of 
Decatur

Decatur Active 
Living Board

Decatur Business 
Association

Decatur 
Environmental 
Sustainability Board

Decatur Housing 
Authority

Decatur Land Trust

Decatur 100

DeKalb County

Emory University

Georgia 
Environmental 
Finance Authority

Georgia Tech 
Kendeda Building

Georgia Clinicians 
for Climate Action 
and Decatur Climate 
Advocacy (GCCA)

Georgia Interfaith 
Power and Light

Lifelong Community 
Advisory Board

Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Service Project

The community engagement 
process included three Roundtables, 
three learning opportunities, a 
survey analysis, and a two day in-
person Charrette where a group 
of interdisciplinary professionals 
engaged in participatory planning. 
Both residents and business leaders 
provided insightful input throughout 
each community engagement 
session. 
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The community engagement 
process identified these 
objectives: 

 – Protecting the environment and 
fighting climate change are top 
priorities for Decatur residents

 
 – A majority of survey 

respondents prefer that 75% 
to 100% of Decatur’s energy 
consumption be fueled by clean 
and renewable energy as soon 
as 2030

 – Creating local jobs, ensuring 
that all Decatur residents 
receive the benefits of clean 
and renewable energy, and 
improving residents’ health and 
well-being are three important 
priorities for the community.

City of Decatur staff also worked 
with Greenlink Analytics to create 
a Decatur-specific Advanced Clean 
Energy Scenarios (ACES) modeling 
tool to help community members, 
partners, and decision-makers 
visualize the costs and benefits 
of shifting their energy supply to 
a more clean and renewable fuel 
mix. This tool utilizes Decatur’s 
existing building stock, energy fuel 
mix, greenhouse gas inventory, 
and means of transportation 
to forecast changes in energy 
through 2050. ACES helped 
community members and the City 
of Decatur’s staff understand the 
feasibility of different types of 
investments to plan for the future. 

The City of Decatur has already 
made efforts to improve the 
lives of its residents through 
economic development, accessible 
transportation, and diversify 
housing, and yet there is still much 
work to be done. A fundamental 
goal for Decatur is to address 

historical and current inequities  
while building towards a clean 
and renewable energy future. The 
City and its partners settled on the 
following seven Impact Areas as the 
centerpiece of the plan, these are 
discussed in more detail in chapter I.
 
1. Leading by Example in the 

transition of government 
operations to clean and 
renewable energy, Decatur sets 
the example for and becomes a 
resource to the community.    

2. Building Community Through 
Investments by expanding 
and advancing weatherization 
programs and partnerships 
within organizations such as the 
Decatur Land Trust11  and the MLK 
Project12. 

3. A Clean Energy Fund creates 
different avenues of sustainable 
funding for clean and renewable 
energy projects. 
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4. Greening the Built Environment 
through Building Performance 
Standard (BPS)13 policies and 
making new buildings Zero-
Energy Ready by 2030.  

5. Moving to Low-and-No Carbon 
Transportation through 
transportation demand 
management (TDM) reducing 
vehicle miles traveled (VMTs), 
implementing improved bike 
and pedestrian goals, and 
initiation of electric shuttle and 
EV charging infrastructure. 

6. Advocating for Larger 
Solutions by partnering with 
other Georgia municipalities 
to engage with and intervene 
in Georgia Power’s Integrated 
Resource Planning (IRP) every 
three years.

7. Closing the Gap by creating 
a local renewable energy 
credit (REC) strategy to cover 
the electricity that cannot be 
converted to 100% renewable 
energy by 2030.  

Clean and renewable energy has 
the potential to lower energy bills, 
improve public health, and create 
more local, high-paying jobs. 
However, it is essential that this 
transition equitably benefits all 
members of the community. As 
Decatur embarks on transitioning 
its energy supply to clean and 
renewable energy, it is essential 
to understand the community's 
demographic makeup so that all 
voices are considered.
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THE CITY OF
DECATUR TODAY

DECATUR'S DEMOGRAPHICS

The City of Decatur is home 
to roughly 25,000 diverse 
residents across different age 
groups, education levels, racial 
demographics, and professions.14  
Most households in Decatur are 
higher-income families with a 
college education.15 However, stark 
disparities across the City exist: 

In 2020, the median income for 
a White household was roughly 
$141,000—480% greater than 
the median income for a Black 
household (Figure D.1). 70% of 
households relying upon the 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program (SNAP) for nutrition 
assistance are Black, compared 
to the 21% of White households 
who are on SNAP.16 This disparity 
extends to education as well. The 
percentage of a White households 
with a bachelor’s degree is 
82%, while only 33% of Black 
households hold equivalent levels 
of education.17

Homeowners compose 67% of 
Decatur’s housing market and of 
those, only 6.7% are Black, which 
make up 16% of the City’s total 
population. This discrepancy is 
essential to keep in mind when 
talking about energy consumption 
and household utility bills—a huge 
component behind the purpose of 
this plan. 

Among Decatur households, close 
to 14% are considered severely 
energy burdened. Energy burden 

$160,000
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$0

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY RACE IN DECATUR, GA

SOURCE: UNITED STATES CENSUS BUREAU, 2021

can be caused by a number of 
factors, including poor construction, 
outdated appliances, deteriorating 
housing, and/or excessive energy 
consumption.18 One reason these 
households may have higher energy 
burdens is that they often face 
financial barriers to adopting more 
capital intensive, energy-saving 
equipment and appliances. HVAC, 
water heating equipment, and 
appliances such as refrigerators 
and dryers are the most energy-
intensive to use and costly to 
upgrade.19 High energy burdens are 
particularly problematic for renters, 
lower-income households, and 
communities of color who still suffer 
the effects of systemically racist 
housing policies.20,21

This Plan outlines how the City 
of Decatur can move its energy 
supply to clean and renewable 
resources efficiently and equitably. 
Clean energy technologies, such 
as energy efficiency and rooftop 
solar, are more cost-effective than 
ever before22 and improve the health 
of those living in and around the 
community.23 Investments in energy 
efficiency can support individuals 
living in inefficient housing by 
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reducing their energy bills, and can 
also improve economic mobility 
by freeing up financial resources. 
Understanding these technologies 
and their associated costs and 
benefits can guide the City on 
how to pay for energy upgrades. 
Decatur residents can benefit 
from clean energy investments 
made possible through programs, 
subsidies, and City-provided 
funding mechanisms discussed in 
chapter H. 

THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
IMPACTS OF CLEAN AND 
RENEWABLE ENERGY

Decatur is known for its vibrant 
downtown shopping and 
entertainment district, made 
possible by progressive economic 
development practices. The City 
Commission and Downtown 
Development Authority have 
worked together to maintain 
a strong local economy that 
attracts small businesses and 
visitors, and that supports schools 
and City services. Increased 
downtown development has 
driven improvements in public 
transit infrastructure—the city 
recently earned a silver level 
certification for being a Bicycle-
Friendly Community (BFC). Decatur 
has also been recognized for its 
commitment to sustainability—the 
City was recertified as a Green 
Community at the Platinum Level 
through the Atlanta Regional 
Commission’s Green Communities 
Certification Program.24

Yet at the same time, many of 
these services and benefits are 
only accessible for wealthier 
homeowners who live in more 
walkable areas. Work must 
still be done to improve the 
lives of all residents in Decatur, 

including lower-income households, 
people living with disabilities, 
and traditionally marginalized 
households. Shifting Decatur’s 
energy supply and transportation 
options from fossil fuels to clean and 
renewable energy has the potential 
to benefit all residents through 
cleaner air, reduced energy bills, and 
a more connected community. This 
transition also has the potential to 
lessen Decatur’s contribution to the 
effects of climate change and create 
new ‘green’ jobs, leading to equitable 
economic growth for generations to 
come. It is up to Decatur to decide 
how individuals are trained for these 
new jobs and who will be given the 
training opportunities.  

Investing in energy efficiency 
and rooftop solar for Decatur’s 
commercial and residential buildings 
is a crucial first step toward 
reducing its reliance on fossil fuels. 
These investments can provide 
local jobs with livable wages if done 
intentionally. Targeted workforce 
development programs can provide 
training opportunities for Decatur 
residents seeking careers in 
the clean and renewable energy 
industry. The table on the next page 
explains the breakdown of jobs and 
their average salaries for different 
energy sectors in the City of Decatur

Each full-time equivalency (FTE) 
job represents one job held by one 
person for one year, as a result of 
every $1 million invested toward 
energy efficiency, rooftop solar, or 
fossil fuels. For example, roughly 
10 jobs are created or sustained 
for every $1 million dollars invested 
toward residential energy efficiency, 
each of which has an average salary 
of $53,000 per year.25 Construction 
workers, heating, ventilation, and 
air-conditioning (HVAC) technicians, 
program administrators, and 
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electricians are a few of the 
specialists that make up this field. 
Jobs indicated are in existing 
Metro area businesses serving 
Decatur and DeKalb. These 10 jobs 
also include about three ‘general 
economy’ jobs. ‘General economy’ 
jobs for each industry are created 
or sustained because of the new 
salaries created by each industry 
job. When residents have more 
money in their pockets because 
they are employed, they have 
money to spend on entertainment, 
home improvements, and other 
household items. 

Transitioning toward clean and 
renewable energy in Decatur will 
ultimately lead to a shift away from 
jobs within the power generation 
industry. As more homes invest 
in energy efficiency, thereby 
reducing their household energy 
consumption, there will be less 
of a need to fill jobs in the power 
sector. These shifts or job losses 
are indicated in red in the table 
to the right. Essentially, for every 
$1 million invested in rooftop 
solar, about 11 jobs will be created 
through the solar industry, but 
roughly 5 jobs will be lost from 
the power and generation sector, 
representing a net gain of 6 jobs. 

As of 2020, 63% of Decatur 
residents over the age of 16 
were employed and 3.6% were 
unemployed.26 Management, 
business, and financial-sector 
jobs make up the majority of the 
workforce in Decatur, followed 
by jobs within the education 
and sales sector.27  About 1% 
of Decatur’s labor force holds 
construction and maintenance 
occupations, a crucial job sector 
needed to support Decatur’s 
transition to clean and renewable 
energy. 

FULL TIME EQUIVALENCY  
(FTE) JOBS

INDUSTRY AVERAGE
SALARY

Total Energy-
Efficiency (Direct, 
Indirect, Induced)

9.8

$53,200

Construction 1.5

Heating, Ventilation, 
Air-Conditioning 
and Refrigeration 
(HVAC&R)

1.5

Water Heating 0.4

Lighting 0.7

Material for Envelope 0.9

Other Electrical 
Equipment 0.4

Energy & 
Environmental 
Management and 
Smart Controls

1.1

Insurance & Finance 0.1

Program 
Adminstration 0.3

Architecture & 
Engineering Services 0.4

General Economy 2.5 -

Total Solar Energy 
(Direct, Indirect, 
Induced)

10.5

$49,000

Construction 2.4

Hardware 
Manufacturing 1.4

Electrical Equipment 1.4

Electronic 
Components 1.4

Scientific and 
Technical Services 1.4

General Economy 2.5 -

Power Generation 
(Direct, Indirect, 
Induced)

(4.6)
$50,000

Fossil Fuel Generation (2.8)

General Economy (1.9) -

CLEAN AND RENEWABLE ENERGY JOBS CREATED OR SHIFTED (PER 
$1 MILLION INVESTED IN EACH INDUSTRY)

SOURCE: GREENLINK ANALYTICS, 2022
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Understanding which industries 
will experience job growth and 
which will experience job losses is 
a crucial component of Decatur’s 
clean and renewable energy plan. 
The City will need to partner with 
local universities, schools, workforce 
development organizations, and 
residents to prepare its residents 
for the career opportunities in this 
transition. Partnerships with career 
centers and community leaders 
can help find the right people for 
the new jobs in demand. Many 
jobs in construction, engineering, 
HVAC, and program administration 
already exist within Decatur. These 
sectors will need additional training 
to extend education around clean 
and renewable energy technologies. 
Education around new or alternative 
green job pathways will need to 
be provided to all communities 
in Decatur, so that people are 
aware of the jobs these skills can 
make available to them. Residents 
employed by the power generation 
industry will need to be prioritized 
in this clean energy transition first, 
so they are equipped with the 
necessary skills to shift to a new 
industry. 

To promote an equitable transition 
and improve Decatur’s racial income 
disparities, the City could provide 
scholarships and financial support 
to area technical colleges and 
certification programs. The City 
will need to take targeted action to 
ensure the opportunities provided 
by the clean energy transition are 
available to all community members, 
especially Decatur’s Black residents.

The actions that Decatur takes to 
achieve its target of 100% clean and 
renewable electricity by 2030 and 
2035 will directly affect its residents 
and Decatur’s economy. This 
Plan shows how using clean and 

renewable energy to power Decatur’s 
businesses, homes, and vehicles can 
benefit residents through energy 
equity, climate mitigation, improved 
health, and increased jobs. 
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DECATUR’S ENERGY 
LANDSCAPE AND 
CURRENT EMISSIONS

BUILDINGS

To better understand how Decatur 
will achieve its ambitious goal of 
100% clean and renewable energy, 
Greenlink Analytics evaluated 
the City of Decatur’s current and 
projected energy consumption. 
This projected consumption is the 
basis for each energy related claim 
throughout this chapter, unless 
noted otherwise.28 In 201929, energy 
use in the City of Decatur resulted 
in about 175,000 metric tons of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, 
which is the same amount that 
38,000 gasoline-powered vehicles 
pollute in a year.30 Electricity 
use was the largest source of 
CO2 emissions during this year, 
representing 61% of the total. 
Emissions from transportation 
and natural gas combustion 
contributed to 19% and 20% of the 
CO2 emissions, respectively.

The majority of the community’s 
energy consumption occurs 
within Decatur’s residential and 
commercial buildings. In 2019, 
community-wide (residential and 
commercial buildings) electricity 
consumption was 241 million 
kilowatt-hours (kWh).  Even though 
Decatur's residential building 
sector is more than twice as 
large as its commercial sector, 
residential buildings accounted for 
only 48% of Decatur's electricity 
consumption. Less than 1% of 
Decatur’s electricity consumption 
is related to the industrial sector. 
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Residential buildings typically 
use less electricity than their 
commercial neighbors because of 
their size relative to commercial 
buildings and more homes use 
natural gas for heating rather than 
electricity. In fact, 72% of Decatur’s 
natural gas consumption comes 
from residential homes whereas 
businesses account for 26%.

The municipal building electricity 
and natural gas consumption of 
Decatur itself account for a small 
portion of energy use and CO2 
emissions. Municipal building 
demand produces about 1,700 
metric tons of emissions.  Decatur 
intends to lead by committing 
to clean and renewable energy, 
starting with its municipal 
buildings and transportation fleet. 

TRANSPORTATION

Buildings are only one part of 
the fossil fuel energy equation 
in Decatur. Making the choice to 
transition away from fossil fuels 
and toward clean and renewable 
energy is more than updating 
building codes and investing 
in rooftop solar; the City will 
also need to understand energy 
trends within the transportation 
sector. Moving to low - and - 
zero-emission transportation will 
require increased investments in 
sidewalks and bike lanes, mixed-
use development near transit 
systems, incentives to increase 
electric vehicle purchases, and 
upgrades to public transportation 
systems.

Decatur prides itself on 
providing sustainable and easy 
transportation options through 
improved and extended sidewalks, 
protected bike lanes and cycle 
tracks, public transportation, and 

driving options. The City is located 
within close proximity to three major 
highway connectors and offers 
access to three MARTA train stations. 
Decatur has also been awarded with 
the Georgia’s “Most Walkable City” by 
Walkscore31 and has earned a silver-
level Bicycle Friendly Community 
(BFC) certification.32  The City has 
made great strides toward a more 
sustainable transportation system; 
however, driving is still the preferred 
method of mobility and equitable 
access to public transportation is 
still limited. 

Within the transportation sector, the 
Decatur community’s 2019 vehicle-
miles-traveled totaled approximately 
84 million miles, equal to 38,000 
tons of CO2 emissions.33  Municipal 
employees account for roughly 1,200 
metric tons of emissions through 
commuting alone. Access to low-to-
no-carbon transportation options 
must be made available to everyone 
in Decatur, regardless of their 
income, race, or disability status.
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Consistent with the 2018 
Community Transportation 
Plan (CTP), Decatur continues 
to commit to prioritizing 
corridor and intersection 
improvements so that walking 
is more accessible and safer 
for pedestrians.34 A proposal 
within this plan for a ”10-minute 
neighborhood” is underway 
to provide residents with the 
ability to get to where they 
need in ten minutes or less, 
regardless of their location 
in Decatur. Decatur will also 
need to encourage individuals 
to purchase electric vehicles 
by increasing access to free 
or low-cost charging stations 
throughout the City. Updating 
building codes to expand options 
for electric vehicle charging will 
be necessary for this type of 
transition. 

The choice to switch all of 
Decatur’s buildings and the 
municipal vehicle fleet to 100% 
clean and renewable energy 
by 2035 will be no small feat. 
Understanding where the City 
receives their energy from and 
the control it has is an important 
step in their energy transition. 
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THE NEED FOR 
LARGER SOLUTIONS

There are political limitations 
to the actions that Decatur can 
feasibly take to transition to 100% 
clean and renewable energy. 
Understanding those limitations is 
a crucial component of this Plan. 
Residents must be aware of what 
is in their control so they can make 
the most feasible, efficient, and 
impactful contributions to their 
community.  

Decatur residents have little 
choice in their energy providers. 
While a handful of natural gas 
utilities operate within the City, 
including Atlanta Gas Light, Gas 
South, and SCANA Energy, Georgia 
Power is the sole electric utility 
operating in the City of Decatur. 
Georgia Power, a subsidiary of 
Southern Company, is a vertically 
integrated monopoly electric 
utility, meaning that the company 
owns and operates the majority 
of the power plants, power lines, 
and the related infrastructure that 
produce and deliver electricity to 
the Decatur community. This type 
of market structure means that 
Decatur residents and businesses 
do not have an option to buy retail 
electricity services from any other 
company. 

The decisions of Georgia Power 
and its regulator, the Georgia 
Public Service Commission (PSC), 
heavily influence Decatur’s clean 
energy planning. The Company 
creates integrated resource plans 
(IRPs) over a three-year cycle, 
which are reviewed in hearings 
before the PSC. IRPs determine the 

mix of resources the utility uses to 
produce electricity. For example, the 
“mix of resources” may determine 
how much capacity from coal-
fired power plants and renewable 
energy Georgia Power will need 
to meet their projected demand. 
IRPs also influence how much the 
utility invests in energy efficiency 
programs and to which customers 
these programs are targeted. 
Rate cases are separate from 
the IRP process but set the price 
(cents per kilowatt hour) Decatur 
residents and businesses pay for 
power. Rate structures discussed 
in these proceedings include the 
price rooftop solar owners are paid 
for energy exported back to the 
Company’s grid. 

By choosing to supply the grid with 
fossil fueled resources, Georgia 
Power and the PSC ultimately 
determine the carbon intensity 
of the electricity that Decaturites 
consume. Georgia Power currently 
discourages customers from 
installing solar onto their rooftops 
by charging additional fees for clean 
rooftop solar.35 Fortunately, the City 
of Decatur is actively intervening 
in integrated resource planning 
through public input hearings and 
partnership opportunities, and will 
continue to do so in the coming 
years. Formal interventions have 
included testifying against Georgia 
Power’s decision to continue reliance 
on fossil fuels and advocating for 
improvements in the Company’s 
energy efficiency programs. 
Informal intervention has included 
participating in public engagement 
sessions and submitting public 
comments to members of the PSC. 
These intervening activities help 
show Georgia Power staff and 
members of the PSC the wants and 
needs of the Company’s customers 
and can influences their future 
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decisions. Ultimately, since 
the utility and its regulator will 
determine the greenhouse gas 
content of the City's electricity, 
Decatur must work indirectly to 
decarbonize electricity. In addition 
to intervening with the PSC, 
Decatur can reduce community 
electricity consumption by 
encouraging rooftop solar and 
energy efficiency.

The City’s relationship with Georgia 
Power also includes the collection 
of municipal franchise fees, which 
could potentially be a financial 
tool in the City’s transition to clean 
and renewable energy.  Municipal 
franchise fees are a form of tax 
paid by customers across Georgia 
Power’s service territory. These 
franchise fees are meant to cover 
the cost of Georgia Power’s use 
of public space (also known as 
public “right-of-way") for energy 
infrastructure.36  Franchise fees are 
collected across Georgia Power’s 
service territory and distributed 
to Georgia cities and counties 
proportional to their population; 
in Decatur, this revenue is close to 
$1,000,000 annually.37 This funding 
can be used to support municipal 
and community clean energy 
projects.38

Along with educating residents 
and intervening in the IRP and rate 
case, Decatur can pull other levers 
to accelerate the clean energy 
transition, including: 

 – Update or change building 
codes,

 – Invest in residential and 
commercial energy efficiency, 

 – Add rooftop solar on municipal 
buildings and support the 
installation of solar by 
residential and commercial 
customers,

 – Create new or promote existing 
policies and programs discussed 
in Chapter I. 

Based on Decatur's energy 
landscape described above, the next 
chapter explains pathways to 100% 
clean energy.
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PATHWAYS TO 100% 
CLEAN ENERGY

Greenlink Analytics (GLA) has 
outlined various clean energy 
scenarios using sophisticated 
modeling analysis. This analysis 
was used to determine Decatur’s 
current energy demand and 
greenhouse gas emissions and 
the impacts to each resulting from 
potential actions and investments. 
Each clean energy resource 
category is assigned a defined 
maximum potential value (for 
example, Decatur’s households can 
install up to 12 MW of capacity). 
A scenario is made up of a 
combination of resource potentials 
for each of the following:  

 – Residential and Commercial 
Energy Efficiency

 – Rooftop Solar and Solar Farms

 – Residential and Commercial 
Battery Storage

 – Electric vehicles (EVs) and 
Public Transportation Expansion

 – Increased Sidewalks and 
Walkability Networks

 – Renewable Energy Credits 
(RECs) 

During public input sessions, 
Decatur residents compared each 
modeled scenario to a business-
as-usual (BAU) scenario based 
upon 2019 Integrated Resource 
Plan filings for the Southern 
Company grid. The BAU scenario 
is one in which no policy action is 
taken nor additional investments 
made – the status quo maintains 
the way forward. If no new actions 
are taken, Decatur’s total energy 

consumption is expected to be 
240,000 Megawatt-hours (MWh)—
primarily provided by coal and 
natural gas—by 2035 (Figure G.1).39  

To achieve the City’s goals of 
reaching a 100% clean and 
renewable energy future, however, 
a combination of the resource 
potential mentioned above is 
needed. These different resource 
potential combination scenarios 
come with both advantages 
and limitations that vary widely 
according to both the technological 
specifications and costs, both of 
which are expected to improve over 
time. The deployment of any one 
of these resource potentials will 
also have a rippling effect on other 
resource potentials. For example, 
investing highly in residential energy 
efficiency decreases the need for 
large investments for rooftop solar.
 
Each modeled scenario evaluated 
the range of trade-offs implicit 
in any combination of resource 
options using the Advanced Clean 
Energy Scenario (ACES) modeling 
tool. The ACES tool was available 
to utilize on computers during 
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community engagement sessions 
to guide the City of Decatur in 
choosing different clean energy 
scenarios.  Scenarios analyzed in 
ACES consisted of different levels 
of clean and renewable energy 
investments (Table G.1, on page 
46-47) that would lead to 100% 
clean and renewable energy use in 
Decatur.

WHAT IS ACES AND HOW IS IT 
USED

The ACES tool utilizes data from 
ATHENIA, a machine-learning 
model of the electricity system 
developed by Greenlink Analytics. 
For this analysis, ATHENIA 
developed hourly load profiles of 
the electricity demand and supply 
of Decatur’s existing energy grid. 
Electricity demand modeling 
takes into account building 
type, size, construction year, and 
occupancy. Electricity supply 
modeling accounts for operational 
specifications, fuel prices, 
generation cost, emissions, and 
resultant waste. This data is then 
used in the ACES tool to forecast 
and evaluate a range of clean 
energy pathways that will allow the 
City of Decatur to achieve a 100% 
clean and renewable electricity 
future by 2030 and 2035.

To use the ACES tool, the following 
assumptions (Table G.1 on page 
46-47) on Decatur’s maximum 
achievable clean energy potentials 
were made relative to Decatur’s 
building stock, residential 
demographics, household energy 
costs, and current energy mix. 
The “maximum achievable 
potential” is the maximum level 
of each resource that is possible 
for Decatur to achieve, given its 
current political and economic 
constraints. For example, energy 

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

 – Historical hourly power plant 
operations

 – Historical hourly customer 
demand

 – Utility expansion plans and 
demand forecast

 – Future hourly emissions rates 
for measuring granular impacts 
of local resource choices

Algorithm learns grid patterns 
and simulates operations under 

future conditions
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efficiency potentials were 
calculated for the ACES tool based 
off the Technical, Economic, and 
Achievable Energy Efficiency 
Potential (TEAPOT) studies 
conducted by utilities across the 
United States. Utilities conduct 
these studies to determine how 
much energy efficiency programs 
will cost them compared to 
the benefits they provide to 
customers. These studies adapt 
based on changing customer 
energy demand each year. For 
Georgia Power, studies have 
shown that from an economic 
perspective, the maximum energy 
savings for residents through 
energy efficiency is around 1.3%.40 
It is important to note that the 
following metrics are not assumed 
to be constant overtime but are 
rather provided as an estimate 
of year-over-year maximum 
achievable potential in Decatur.
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An example of the tool can be seen 
below in figure G.2. Users were able 
to input a desired level of different 
resource potentials in each ‘Action’ 
box to see how Decatur’s clean 
energy report card changed. In 
this example, choosing to deploy 
50% of residential and commercial 
electricity efficiency leads to $256 
million net benefits and 23% of 
Decatur’s building electricity offset 
by energy efficiency by 2050. 

The City of Decatur worked with 
GLA and The Southface Institute 
to devise three different clean 
energy scenarios, in addition to 
the business-as-usual (BAU) case, 
that would achieve 100% clean and 
renewable electricity by 2030 & 
2035. These scenarios were based 
off resident input received during 
the planning process. These three 
scenarios are: 

1. Business-As-Usual (BAU) 
Scenario: The pathway that 
would exist if no changes in 
Decatur are made (no new 
policies, no incentives for solar, 
no programs that fund energy 
efficiency).

2. Maximum (MAX) Clean 
Energy Scenario: The pathway 
that would exist if Decatur 
did everything in its power 
to provide 100% clean and 
renewable energy (unlimited 
investment and political 
influence).

3. Cost Effective (CE) Scenario: 
The pathway that leads 
to a significant buildings 
related benefit/cost ratio and 
assumes for transportation 
a medium level of electric 
vehicle adoption. Costs 
include investments in energy 

FIGURE G2 — AN EXAMPLE OF DECATUR’S ACES TOOL

efficiency, solar, fossil fuels, and 
transportation. Benefits include 
reduced medical bills from 
cleaner air, increased incomes 
from new, high paying jobs, and 
energy bill savings.  

4. Social and Local Impact (SLI) 
Scenario: The pathway that leads 
to higher public health and job 
benefits than the CE Scenario, 
with lower costs than the MAX 
Scenario, and assumes a high 
level of electric vehicle adoption.

The purpose of these scenarios is 
not to prescribe the exact path that 
Decatur should take, but to show a 
range of outcomes that are possible 
based on the actions Decatur can 
take to advance Decatur’s priorities 
(e.g., equity, cost-effectiveness, jobs, 
etc.). 
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FIGURE G2 — AN EXAMPLE OF DECATUR’S ACES TOOL Figure G.3 shows the range in 
possible fuel mixes in 2050 across 
all four scenarios. In 2050, the City 
of Decatur’s energy consumption 
will be approximately 270,000 
MWh. The BAU scenario notably 
results in most of the energy 
consumption to be fueled by coal 
and gas with no additional energy 
efficiency. The MAX scenario 
utilizes all possible uses of energy 
efficiency to reduce Decatur’s 
energy demand by more than a 
third. It is important to note that 
the MAX scenario does not reach 
100% clean without RECs, due to 
the fact that Decatur will still be 
supplied by Georgia Power. Energy 
efficiency levels progressively 
increase across the four pathways 
while coal and gas energy 
production decreases. Nuclear and 
solar remain relatively equal across 
all scenarios.

Figure G.4 shows the changes 
in transportation technologies 
that are possible in Decatur’s 
community transportation fleet 
in 2050. In the BAU pathway, 
conventional passenger vehicles 
account for the vast majority of 
vehicle miles traveled, and electric 

vehicles (EVs) account for only about 
a third of vehicle miles traveled. 
In the remaining three alternative 
pathways, EV adoption progressively 
increases across the scenarios. 
In the MAX case, however, the 
primary strategy for reducing CO2 
emissions calls for reducing single-
occupancy vehicles (SOVs) before 
maximizing EV adoption. Improving 
walkability and public transportation 
while encouraging multi-vehicle 
households to sell their combustion 
engine vehicles before purchasing 
an electric vehicle is one way to go 
about this. 

Table G.2 shows the costs and 
benefits resulting from each 
scenario. The BAU scenario does 
not provide any cumulative benefits, 
such as new jobs, public health 
savings, and household utility bill 
savings. It also does not have any 
new costs associated with it. The 
CE pathway has the least benefits 
across each category but is also 
the least costly scenario other than 
BAU. The SLI scenario provides the 
highest public health benefits and 
job creation while still providing a 
high benefit-cost ratio but is not as 
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cost-effective as the CE scenario. 
Finally, the MAX scenario provides 
the most benefits across every 
category but is the least cost-
effective aside from the BAU 
scenario where nothing is done. 

Components of these scenarios 
can be interchangeable, depending 
on changes in Decatur’s financial, 
social, and political circumstances. 
For example, Decatur may choose 
to invest in the level of rooftop 
solar from the CE scenario but 
the energy efficiency investments 
from the SLI scenario. The purpose 
of comparing each scenario is to 
help Decatur residents understand 
the general tradeoffs of each 
action the City could potentially 
take. Prioritizing costs over job 
creation, public health benefits, 
and household bill savings may 
result in short-term savings, but 
the long-term impacts of climate 
change on the community could 
soon catch up, resulting in long-
term expenditures.

Transitioning to clean and renewable energy reduces CO2 emissions and other criteria 
pollutants through solar, wind, and energy efficiency. 

Benefits in this transition include public health benefits, which are a result of residents 
spending less of their income on medical expenses and more on what they want. Other 
benefits come from expected energy bill savings experienced by residents through 
increased energy efficiency and renewable energy in their properties. Increased bill 
savings and ripple out through the greater economy, as more individuals are able to 
spend their money on other wants and needs.

TABLE G2— PATHWAY CUMULATIVE (2030-2050) OUTCOMES 
SUMMARY (RELATIVE TO BAU)

SOURCE: GREENLINK ANALYTICS, 2022

Cumulative 
Benefits ($M) $0 $400 $507 $634

Cumulative 
Costs ($M) $0 $35 $57 $86

Net Benefits 
($M) $0 $365 $450 $548

B/C Ratio N/A 11.4 8.9 7.4

Net-Jobs41 0 105 153 225

Total Decatur 
Household 
Income 
Increased ($M)

$0 $22 $32 $47

Gross Regional 
Product (GRP) 
Growth ($M)42

$0 $46 $68 $99

Public Health 
Savings ($M) $0 $20 $33 $43

CO2 Emissions 
Avoided (MMT) 0 0.56 0.91 1.17

Household Bill 
Savings ($M) $0 $20 $24 $30

BAU 
Pathway

CE
Pathway

SLI
Pathway

MAX
Pathway
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COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT 
PROCESS
Community engagement is an 
important aspect of any plan and 
is crucial to ensuring that the input 
from all community members is 
included. Due to COVID-19, most of 
these engagement opportunities 
were held virtually, but this did not 
deter residents from participating. 
This process engaged more than 
390 individuals through interviews, 
Decatur youth canvasing, 
roundtable discussions, and a two-
day in-person charrette.43

A few themes stood out 
throughout each engagement 
event regarding what participants 
wanted out of a clean and 
renewable energy transition in 
their community: 

Decatur should be a leader when 
it comes to reducing its impact on 
climate change: 

 – “We as a city should and 
absolutely MUST be the leader 
on this.  We need to be the 
model for the rest of the state 
and for all the South.”

 – “[We need to] hold city leaders 
accountable for making this 
happen as quickly as possible.”

 – “Prioritize commercial and 
municipal shifts before [making 
requirements from the] 
residential [sector].”

Decatur needs to be transparent 
and engaging in its clean and 
renewable energy transition: 

• “Decatur should make this 
a flagship and very visible 
program.”

Many Decatur’s survey respondents 
advocated for the City to power 
at least 75% of Decatur’s energy 
demand with clean and renewable 
energy. Roughly 40% of survey 
respondents advocated that 100% 
of Decatur’s energy demand be met 
with clean and renewable energy by 
2030 (Figure H.1). An overwhelming 
percentage of Decatur survey 
respondents consider solar, wind, 
hydropower, and energy efficiency 
to be forms of clean and renewable 
energy (Figure H.2).  
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ENGAGEMENT THROUGH 
LEARNING: ROUNDTABLE 
DISCUSSIONS AND 
EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS 

Three virtual Roundtables were 
held to engage and inform more 
than 100 community members 
about what clean and renewable 
energy would mean for the City 
of Decatur. Each Roundtable 
was led by industry experts and 
policy leaders to demonstrate to 
participants how clean energy 
relates to equity, the economy, 
and the built environment. To 
make the most of the virtual 
environment, guest speakers 
highlighted applicable and 
attainable policy solutions and 
included a substantial community 
engagement component using 
interactive Miro boards—online 
whiteboards meant for group 
collaboration. These group 
activities enabled Decatur 
residents an opportunity to voice 
their concerns and set forth their 
priorities regarding Decatur’s 
emerging Clean Energy Plan. All 
community feedback generated 
during the Roundtables was 
utilized to significantly inform 
Decatur’s Clean Energy Plan. All 
virtual community engagement 
presentations were recorded 
and can be found at www.
cleanenergydecatur.com.

Decatur also held virtual learning 
opportunities to dive deeper into 
topics related to clean energy. 
Knowing many Decatur residents 
are already well versed on clean 
energy, the learning opportunities 
were named 202s, derived from 
collegiate class structures. The 
sessions were recorded and made 
available for free to the public. 
These helpful tools are available on 
Decatur’s plan website.

SOURCE: SOUTHFACE INSTITUTE, 2022

TABLE H1— ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS

Community and Equity
October 28, 2021 | 34 Attendees

Clean and renewable energy has the potential to 
reduce energy bills, improve community health, 
and increase job creation, but doing so without 
considering the livelihoods of all residents can 
make this transition inequitable. Understanding 
how clean and renewable energy investments 
should be divided among the community can help 
alleviate energy costs for those who need it most. 
This Roundtable taught community members 
about the energy burdens in their neighborhoods 
and the demographic indicators associated with it.

Clean Energy and the Economy
November 17, 2021 | 31 Attendees

As Decatur shifts its energy resources from fossil 
fuels to renewables, a demand for new skills is 
created. Clean and renewable technologies such 
as solar power and energy efficiency require new 
skillsets within the economy. Ensuring that these 
jobs are local and high-paying is one of the many 
responsibilities that Decatur recognizes throughout 
this transition. The Clean Energy and the Economy 
Roundtable educated participants about the types 
of jobs that could be created throughout this 
transition and discussed workforce development 
policies.

The Built Environment
January 19, 2021 | 23 Attendees

Understanding how different clean and renewable 
technologies work is a fundamental first step 
in transitioning to an energy future without 
fossil fuels. Through this Roundtable discussion, 
participants learned the technical details of rooftop 
solar, renewable energy credits, and energy 
efficiency. They determined which technologies 
they considered “clean energy” and which fuels 
they would like to phase out.
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 – A Weatherization and Equity 
202 was led by Decatur resident 
and energy efficiency expert, 
Mike Barcik. This 202 discussed 
his work with Decatur’s 
Martin Luther King Jr. Service 
Project, which provides home 
maintenance and repair free of 
charge to Decatur homeowners. 
A video can be found on 
Decatur’s website for viewers to 
look back on.

 – A tour of Georgia Tech’s 
Kendeda Building was led by 
Decatur resident Shan Arora. 
The Kendeda Building for 
Innovative Sustainable Design 
was certified with a Living 
Building certification. This is 
the first building in Georgia and 
28th in the world to be certified 
with a Living Building stamp, 
supplying energy for itself and 
other facilities on Georgia Tech’s 
campus. 

 – Preeti Jaggi, a Decatur resident 
and Pediatric Infectious 
Disease expert, led a 202 
covering Climate Change and 
Health which describes how 
burning fossil fuels can affect 
community health and well-
being. 

GLA also provided free access to 
their Greenlink Equity Mapping 
(GEM) tool to Decatur residents. 
This tool visualizes energy burden, 
racial demographics, income, 
and other indicators at a census 
tract level across cities and 
states. Decatur residents and 
policymakers have the opportunity 
to identify which communities 
are struggling with their energy 
bills so that they can make 
informed decisions about energy 
efficiency and renewable energy 
investments.

CREATING LASTING SOLUTIONS 
WITH CHARRETTES

Charrettes are collaborative 
opportunities for community 
members, business leaders, and 
policy makers to come together 
and listen to each other’s lived 
experiences, expertise, wants, 
and needs. In March 2022, an 
in-person charette was held for 
two 12-hour days at the Decatur 
Recreation Center. Participants 
of this event included Decatur 
residents, members of Decatur’s 
faith community, business leaders, 
and City officials. Youth canvassers 
worked across the City to encourage 
community members to attend the 
event. Participants were invited to 
interact with GLA’s ACES tool, provide 
input around the policy outcomes 
of the plan, and ask questions of 
experts. 
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GLA and The Southface Institute 
worked directly with City officials 
to outline the seven action areas 
presented throughout this plan 
so participants of the charrette 
could provide personalized inputs. 
Each policy or program was 
presented on large poster boards 
and residents were encouraged to 
vote through a ‘dot voting’ method. 
Dot voting entails placing a green 
dot next to policies that residents 
would like to see enacted and 
placing an orange dot next to 
policies that residents do not 
support. Participants also had 
the opportunity to directly write 
on each policy regarding input or 
opinions. 

An open house event concluded 
the second day of charrettes, 
where Mayor Patti Garrett gave a 
speech detailing the importance 
of committing to Decatur’s 
Clean Energy Plan. Mayor Garrett 
broadened the context of the 
Clean Energy Plan as an element 
of Decatur’s 2020 Strategic Plan, 
Destination 2030, which identifies 
climate action, racial equity, 
and enhanced mobility as top 
community priorities. 

ENGAGING CITY SCHOOLS 
THROUGH DECATUR YOUTH 
CANVASSING

The Southeast Sustainability 
Directors Network (SSDN) awarded 
Southface Institute and the City 
of Decatur with the Community 
Collaboration Catalyst MicroGrant 
to recruit students from the City 
of Decatur to canvass within their 
community. High school students 
were compensated $15 per hour for 
their dedication and community 
expertise. These students were 
able to communicate the plan’s 
efforts through collaborating with 

family and community members, 
some of whom are from historically 
underrepresented communities 
or have varying levels of income. 
Decatur’s youth canvassing efforts 
reached networks that are not 
traditionally reached by volunteers 
who may be unfamiliar with 
these communities. Additionally, 
partnering with local students 
provided an opportunity for 
enrichment and education, aligning 
with Decatur’s efforts to become a 
UNICEF-recognized Child-Friendly 
City.44

Overall, the canvassing effort was 
successful in multiple ways; namely, 
almost 40 high school students 
were exposed to the Decatur 
Clean Energy Plan, 13 of whom 
engaged in meaningful education 
sessions and discussions regarding 
the importance of a clean and 
renewable energy transition. Active 
recruitment and student follow-
through remained challenging 
throughout the process. Two bonus 
opportunities were designed and 
instituted in order to increase 
student participation in the clean 
energy campaign. Firstly, students 
were encouraged to follow through 
on their commitment to attend a 
canvassing event by receiving a $15 
bonus if they confirmed attendance 
two days prior to the event, and 
then attended the event. Secondly, 
students were also provided a 
separate bonus opportunity to 
receive $15 for every 10 emails 
sent (with a ceiling of $30 bonus 
possible). 
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LIMITATIONS AND LESSONS 
LEARNED

Establishing a relationship and 
direct communication with 
Decatur’s school faculty and staff 
took longer than anticipated. 
Future endeavors should allot 
ample time to establish and 
strengthen partnerships to ensure 
adequate advertising and clear 
communication. Additionally, 
increased monetary or other 
incentives such as a lunch or 
dinner provided would bolster 
student participation. Consistent 
and clear scheduling, as well 
as knowledgeable leadership 
is imperative for a successful 
canvassing campaign. 

Awareness and understanding 
of shortcomings in the process 
remain vital to continued 
improvement, transparency, and 
accountability. There remains 
recognition that the community 
process was not able to capture all 
demographics and communities 
due to low attendee turnout, 
likely related to broadband 
limitations for virtual community 
engagement events. However, it 
remains evident and imperative 
to continue community-driven 
conversations and participation 
as this plan develops in the 
coming years. Shortcomings were 
largely related to the complexities 
associated with virtual community 
engagement as a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Most 
community engagement events 
remained virtual to ensure public 
safety and, in general, the numbers 
of registrations for community 
engagement events were greater 
than the actual attendance 
numbers. There remains a 
continuing need to be diligent in 
working with the community about 

this process, it is advised to provide 
both virtual and in-person meetings 
for community engagement 
sessions.
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CLEAN ENERGY
ACTIONS

The City of Decatur’s commitment 
to 100% clean and renewable 
electricity by 2030 and 2035 is 
a critical step toward reducing 
emissions, improving public 
health, boosting job creation, 
and reducing energy bills for all 
households. Based on the different 
scenarios presented in Chapter 
G, Decatur has the potential to 
provide ‘green’ local jobs for nearly 
225 individuals cumulatively by 
2050. The MAX scenario can 
generate roughly $550 million in 
net benefits. This includes $43 
million in public health savings 
and $30 million in household bill 
savings. Choosing to shift to 100 
percent clean and renewable 
energy in a short time span is 
not easy; however, the City of 
Decatur is progressive in regards 
to climate change mitigation and 
community development. Decatur 
had already made great strides 
toward achieving their clean and 
renewable energy goal before their 
initial decision to adopt this plan. 
Below is a summary of existing 
policies and programs in Decatur 
that help provide a foundation for 
implementation of this Plan:

EXISTING PROGRAMS AND 
POLICIES

 – In 2014, the City of Decatur 
approved a High-Performance 
Building Standard, requiring all 
new residential and commercial 
buildings built after 2015 to 
be certified under an existing 
green building program. 
Ordinances like these are meant 
to reduce energy consumption 

in new buildings by installing 
energy efficient appliances and 
building materials.45

 – The Martin Luther King Jr. Service 
Project was developed in 2003 to 
alleviate the economic hardships 
on Decatur’s elderly and at-risk 
seniors by improving their homes 
through maintenance and repair. 
These repairs are free of charge 
for Decatur senior homeowners 
of all races during the MLK, Jr. 
holiday weekend each year. 
Renters are not able to participate 
in this programming. In 2020, this 
organization raised funds from 
private sources to repair and 
maintain 19 large homes and 12 
smaller homes.46 While helpful in 
keeping seniors in their homes, 
this is not a long-term affordable 
housing investment and most of 
these homes are replaced when 
the resident departs.

 – The Decatur Land Trust ReHAB 
Program was established as a 
committee of the Decatur Land 
Trust in 2021. This committee 
was inspired by the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Service Project and is 
intended to preserve smaller, 
older homes by addressing 
home maintenance that current 
residents may not be able to 
afford. Program officials see a 
critical need for making these 
homes highly energy efficient. 
The program focuses primarily on 
legacy residents with fixed or low 
incomes.47

 – Villages at Legacy Park is an 
affordable housing project that 
will be completed by 2023. The 
goal of this project is to replace 
8 existing substandard duplex 
apartments and 2 single-family 
homes with 132 new affordable 
multi-family units. This project 
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is a partnership between the 
City of Decatur and the Decatur 
Housing Authority. It will be 
carried out at no cost to local 
taxpayers, but will utilize low-
income housing tax credits 
issued through the Department 
of Community Affairs.48  
The configuration chosen 
does not lend itself to solar 
implementation.

 – Many Decatur communities 
of faith participate in Georgia 
Interfaith Power and Light 
programs. Notably, local 
communities of faith are 
participating in Solar Energy 
Procurement Agreements 
(SEPA), where financing 
companies install solar power 
on the facilities and the 
communities purchase the 
power. These communities 
provide particular opportunities 
for offsetting energy use and 
local resilience. Decatur should 
build on these programs with 
a specific initiative focused on 
these communities.

It is important that Decatur builds 
off its existing foundation by 
making additional program and 
policy commitments. Throughout 
the community engagement 
sessions outlined in previous 
chapters, Decatur stakeholders 
identified seven impact areas 
and sets of actions that could 
help Decatur achieve positive 
community outcomes and expand 
local clean energy resources as 
modeled in ACES:

IMPACT AREAS

1. Leading By Example

 – The City of Decatur recognizes 
that it is not reasonable to require 
their residents to undertake 
such an impactful transition 
to clean and renewable energy 
without putting in the work 
itself. The City of Decatur is 
committed to Leading by Example 
by transitioning all municipal 
buildings to 100% clean and 
renewable energy by 2030 and 
fully electrifying its vehicle fleet 
by 2035. Actions that would 
support these goals include:

 – Transitioning all City building and 
street lighting to more efficient 
light-emitting diode (LED) light 
bulbs. 

 – Retro-commissioning existing 
heating, ventilation, and air-
conditioning systems (HVAC) and 
installing high-efficiency units 
when they need replacement. 

 – Creating a Commute Options 
policy and incentives program 
to reduce VMTs from employee 
commutes. 

 – Installing solar arrays on City 
buildings and properties, either 
through a direct purchase 
or the use of a Solar Energy 
Procurement Agreement (SEPA).

 – Disclosing City buildings’ 
electricity and natural gas 
consumption to the public 
through an online dashboard. 

 – Replacing natural-gas systems 
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with high-efficiency electric 
systems

 – Purchasing electric vehicles 
on a yearly basis as the City’s 
existing internal combustion 
engine (ICE) vehicles reach the 
end of their planned service life. 
Technological advances will be 
needed to fully electrify heavy-
duty municipal vehicles, such as 
fire trucks and refuse haulers, 
by this time. 

2. Building Community Through 
Investment

Transitioning to 100% clean and 
renewable electricity by 2030 and 
2035 has the potential to reap a 
wide number of benefits, though 
it does come at a cost. The City 
of Decatur should create a plan 
to equitably distribute these 
costs and benefits, with a focus 
on removing financial barriers to 
solar, energy efficiency, and zero-
emission transportation for low-
income and legacy residents. The 
City of Decatur commits to: 

 – Directing clean energy 
investments to those most 
adversely impacted by aging 
housing and appliances—
primarily low-income and 
moderate-income homeowners 
and renters.

 – Creating a mechanism 
for community input and 
review throughout the Plan’s 
implementation, which could 
take the form of a Clean Energy 
Taskforce composed of resident 
volunteers. The establishment 
of a Clean Energy Taskforce 
could provide the expertise 
required to identify community 
needs and opportunities for 
clean energy investments, as 

well as the ability to promote 
accountability.

 – Considering a Property 
Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) 
program to help finance energy 
efficiency and renewable energy 
improvements for commercial 
and residential properties. 

 – Building on successful program 
models such as Solarize and Pay 
As You Save(tm) to implement 
a community program for deep 
energy retrofits of Decatur homes.

 – Working towards partnerships 
with schools, worship centers, 
DeKalb County, and non-profits to 
bulk-purchase solar installations, 
electric vehicle charging stations, 
e-bikes, and water efficiency 
supplies. 

Taxes in Decatur are used to provide 
essential City services and accomplish the 
goals set out in the City’s Strategic Plan. 
The majority of taxes collected by the City 
are directed to City Schools of Decatur, 
with the next largest portion directed to 
the City’s general fund. To accomplish the 
goals set out in this Clean Energy Plan, 
dedicated funding is needed. Investments 
by the City can help fund energy efficiency 
and weatherization retrofits to low-income 
housing, community solar projects, and 
renewable energy credits (RECs). 
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3. Clean Energy Fund

A Clean Energy Fund is a self-
replenishing revolving loan fund 
that can be used for various clean 
and renewable energy projects. 
Agnes Scott’s successful Green 
Revolving Fund is a local example.49  
Capital could be loaned for clean 
energy projects and repaid with 
the generated savings over time. 
Potential fund sources include: 

 – Private donations (501(c)3 
tax-deductible entities) from 
generous organizations or 
individuals. 

 – Utility franchise fees. This 
revenue is typically directed to 
the City’s general fund, but a 
percentage could be dedicated 
as a sustainable funding source. 

 – Energy efficiency community 
block grants (EECBG) - a 
federally funded program meant 
to assist local governments 
in implementing strategies to 
reduce fossil fuel emissions, 
energy use, and improve energy 
efficiency in transportation and 
buildings.50

 – Low-interest Bonds issued by 
private finance entities can 
help provide the upfront capital 
needed for deep energy retrofits 
and other clean energy projects.   
Public bonds would need to 

SOURCE: THE CITY OF DECATUR BUDGET ALLOCATION, (2021).

overcome limitations present 
in Georgia Law dictating use of 
public financing.

 – Special Purpose Local Option 
Sales Tax (SPLOST), which 
dedicates a small increase 
in local sales tax for specific  
projects, often infrastructure 
improvements and other larger 
capital projects. 

4. Greening the Built Environment

As discussed earlier in this Plan, 
residential and commercial buildings 
account for most of Decatur’s energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions. 
To reduce this energy consumption, 
the City of Decatur plans to take 
advantage of building policies such 
as:

 – Building Performance Standards 
(BPS) to drive energy efficiency 
projects in Decatur’s commercial, 
institutional, and residential 
buildings.

 – Zero-Energy-Ready building 
codes would include required 
energy and water reporting 
standards for commercial and 
multifamily buildings as well as 
regular evaluations of energy 
performance improvement 
standards.

 – Benchmarking and transparency 
policies incentivize large 
commercial buildings to track 
and publish their energy use. 
The purpose of this policy is to 
challenge building owners to 
evaluate their building’s current 
energy use through behavioral 
and operational changes.

More information on these policies 
can be found in the glossary. 
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5. Moving to Low-and-No 
Carbon Transportation

The transportation sector 
accounted for roughly 38,000 
tons of CO2 emissions in 2019, 
which is equivalent to the 
energy used by 4,342 homes 
in one year.51 Reducing the 
use of combustion engine 
vehicles and improving 
public transportation is a top 
priority for Decatur’s clean 
and renewable energy goals. 
The City of Decatur aims to 
decarbonize its transportation 
system and reduce vehicle 
miles traveled (VMTs) by 10% by 
2035 while also increasing the 
share of bike and pedestrian 
commutes from 2% to 15%. 
Chief in achieving these targets 
is a transportation demand 
management (TDM) approach 
that includes: 

 – Reducing single-occupancy 
vehicle trips by expanding 
alternative transportation 
infrastructure, such as 
expanded local electric bus 
service options, “first- and 
last-mile” connections, 
improved bike paths and 
pedestrian walkways, and an 
electric shuttle service. 

 – Prioritizing transit-oriented 
development and walkable 
commercial districts 
to create “10-minute” 
neighborhoods

 – Providing additional 
incentives to promote 
increased ridership of 
new and existing transit 
infrastructure. This could 
include access to free 
MARTA passes for Decatur 
residents and employer- or 

City-provided vehicles available 
for participants in carpool 
programs. 

 – Expanding Decatur’s network of 
low-cost or free public charging 
stations. This infrastructure is 
needed to support EV adoption 
among commuters, residents of 
multifamily housing, and other 
individuals unable to charge 
at home or work. Recruiting 
an electric bike (e-bike) share 
program to operate in Decatur.  
A program currently available 
in Atlanta could potentially be 
expanded as a zero-carbon 
transportation option for Decatur 
residents and visitors. 

First- and Last-Mile (FLM) connectivity is 
a concept that defines how people get to 
and from public transportation stations. 
In Atlanta and Decatur, many individuals 
must walk, bike, or drive over half a mile 
just to reach a MARTA bus or transit 
station. Decatur intends on improving this 
issue by providing improved bike lanes, 
providing an electric shuttle service to and 
from MARTA stations, and creating a more 
walkable City.
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6. Advocating for Larger 
Solutions

With the above policies, 
significant progress can be 
made towards Decatur’s goal to 
supply its residents’, visitors’, 
and businesses’ electricity needs 
with 100% clean and renewable 
energy. However, larger changes 
in Georgia Power’s system are 
needed to reach the finish line. The 
City of Decatur plans to:  

 – Continue partnering with other 
Georgia cities to intervene in 
Georgia Power’s Integrated 
Resource Planning (IRP) every 
3 years. The outcomes of these 
interventions will hopefully 
include expanded energy 
efficiency programs offered by 
the utility, greater deployment 
of rooftop and community 
solar and battery storage 
systems, and the continued 
decarbonization of Georgia 
Power’s grid. 

 – Advocate for the expansion 
of net metering or “monthly 
netting” in Georgia Power’s 
rate case. This rate design 
compensates rooftop solar 
owners at a comparable retail 
rate for the electricity their 
systems deliver back to the 
grid, reducing the payback 
period of the initial investment 
and encouraging distributed 
solar resources. 

 – Consider options to renegotiate 
Decatur’s Franchise Agreement 
with Georgia Power, which 
expires in 2039. At that time, 
if the City believes Georgia 
Power could be doing more 
to decarbonize its electricity 
system, it could use a 
renegotiated agreement to 

Electric vehicles are another form of 
carbon-free transportation, if the fuel used 
to power the electric charging stations 
comes from a renewable resource such 
as solar. Electric vehicle technology is also 
more efficient than internal combustion 
engines (ICEs) – according to the Natural 
Resources Defense Council (NRDC), 
“electric motors convert over 85 percent of 
electrical energy into mechanical energy, 
or motion, compared to less than 40 
percent for a gas combustion engine.”52 

These types of vehicles are becoming 
more affordable each year, though 
limitations around charging dissuade 
many families from purchasing them. 
Renters most likely cannot install a 
charging system into their homes. 
Charging system installation may be 
impossible in some older homes. Decatur 
recognizes that at-home charging stations 
may not be accessible to owners of 
older homes or renters. Increased public 
charging stations that are low-cost or free 
will be made available so that individuals 
who cannot charge at home or work 
can still take advantage of carbon-free 
personal vehicles.  

leverage for more clean and 
renewable energy.

Of course, additional pathways 
toward broader solutions result from 
regular community outreach and 
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engagement to ensure community 
values are well represented. 
The City of Decatur commits 
to revisiting its goals and re-
running the numbers every 3 to 5 
years. The City plans to make any 
updates to this plan available on 
the Decatur website shortly after 
this Plan’s release.

7. Closing the Gap

The City of Decatur commits to 
reducing its energy consumption 
and transitioning away from fossil 
fuels in a financially and politically 
feasible way, starting with the 
five policy objectives previously 
outlined. Unfortunately, unless 
Georgia Power Company makes 
the same commitment, some 
electricity produced by coal and 
natural gas will still be supplied 
to Decatur in 2035. To offset the 
remaining electricity demand that 
is not able to be mitigated through 
energy efficiency, solar, and 
battery storage, the City can invest 
in local renewable energy credits 
(RECs). At the heart of this strategy 
is to prioritize the purchase of 
RECs from energy facilities as 
close to the City of Decatur as 
possible. 

The City of Decatur has committed 
to 100% clean and renewable 
electricity by 2030 and 2035 by 
taking the first step in the planning 
process through the development 
of this plan. The policies and 
actions outlined throughout this 
document demonstrate Decatur’s 
commitment to its residents and 
visitors health and economic 
prosperity. This Plan acts as a 
dynamic roadmap for Decatur to 
revisit every 3 to 5 years as new 
technologies, political influences, 
and funding opportunities arise. 
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GLOSSARY

Benchmarking and Transparency 
Policies
Along with new building codes, a 
benchmarking and transparency policy 
is a great way to incentivize large 
commercial buildings to track and 
publish their energy use. The purpose 
of this policy is to challenge building 
owners to evaluate their building’s 
current energy use through behavioral 
and operational changes. Making 
energy consumption transparent gives 
prospective tenants more information 
about utility costs and energy usage, 
which incentivizes building owners to 
improve their building performance. 
When building performance is more 
visible in the marketplace, efficient 
building owners are rewarded in 
the form of attracting more tenants. 
Roughly 40 cities in the United States 
have some sort of benchmarking 
policy in place, including Atlanta.

Building Performance Standard (BPS)
A building policy that sets an energy 
consumption threshold for commercial 
and multifamily buildings. Buildings 
that consume high amounts of 
energy will be required to lower 
their consumption through energy 
efficiency and weatherization 
improvements within an established 
compliance timeline. Penalties for 
non-compliance include restriction 
on Certificates of Occupancy and 
monetary fees. Those funds can be 
used to fund energy efficiency and 
weatherization projects around the 
City of Decatur. 

Built Environment
The built environment is a catch-
all term for man-made structures 
and entities including buildings, 
infrastructure, and greenspace.

Canvassing
Canvassing is the act of directly 
seeking out the perspectives of or 
informing community members of 
relevant community updates, usually 
through door-to-door communications.

Charrette
Charrettes are collaborative 
opportunities for community members, 
business leaders, and policy makers 
to come together and listen to each 
other’s lived experiences, expertise, 
wants, and needs. Charrettes are 
useful to gather perspectives and input 
from a variety of residents for use in 
planning. 

Clean Energy Fund
A Clean Energy Fund is a self-
replenishing revolving loan fund that 
can be used for various clean and 
renewable energy projects. Capital 
could be loaned for clean energy 
projects and repaid with the generated 
savings over time.

Energy Burden (chapter C)
Energy burden is defined as the 
percentage of a household’s income 
spent on energy bills. High energy 
burdens are defined as allocating more 
than 6% of income towards energy 
bills, while severe energy burdens are 
higher than 10%. 

Equity
The process of correcting broken 
systems in order to eliminate disparate 
outcomes based on one’s identity.

Advancing equity means the following:

 – Because “business as usual” will 
not change by itself, equity requires 
transforming the culture that 
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produces processes and products 
of the organization. 

 – Because as individuals we operate 
within systems that create 
inequities, equity requires both 
individuals and systems level 
change.

 – Because opportunities currently 
do not exist for everyone, equity 
is a corrective mechanism of 
redistributing benefits and burdens.

Greenhouse Gases (GHG)
Gases in the Earth’s atmosphere 
that trap or absorb infrared radiation 
from the sun as heat and contribute 
to the ‘greenhouse effect’. Similar to 
how a blanket traps heat around your 
body, GHGs keep the sun’s heat from 
reflecting back to space and instead 
hold it in the atmosphere. The main 
GHGs include water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and 
other synthetic, fluorinated gasses 
like CFCs and HFCs which can be 
used as refrigerants. GHG emissions 
amplify the natural greenhouse effect 
and contribute to subsequent global 
warming.53

 
Property Assessed Clean Energy 
(PACE) 
According to the Department of 
Energy, “PACE is a mechanism for 
financing energy efficiency and 
renewable energy improvements on 
private property”, including residential 
and commercial properties. “Property 
owners that voluntarily choose to 
participate in a PACE program repay 
their improvement costs over a set 
time period—typically 10 to 20 years—
through property assessments, which 
are secured by the property itself and 
paid as an addition to the owners' 
property tax bills.” The assessment 
debt is tied to the property as opposed 
to the owner, so “the repayment 

obligation may transfer with property 
ownership if the buyer agrees to assume 
the PACE obligation and the new first 
mortgage holder allows the PACE 
obligation to remain on the property.” 
This can make energy improvements 
more appealing to property owners if 
they suspect that they may not retain 
the property long enough to accrue the 
savings that would cover upfront costs.54

Roundtable
A roundtable is an opportunity for 
community members,  industry experts, 
and policymakers to communicate 
and collaborate on a variety of policies. 
Industry experts and policymakers will 
typically outline applicable potential 
policies for feedback, and community 
members will in turn have the chance 
to vocalize their concerns, priorities, 
interests, and desired policy alternatives. 

Weatherization
Weatherization refers to the process of 
upgrading buildings such that they are 
safeguarded from the long-term effects 
from the elements including sunlight, 
wind, and precipitation. This process 
often involves upgrades that reduce 
energy consumption and improve energy 
efficiency of a building over time.

Zero Energy Ready
A Zero-Energy-Ready building is designed  
to consume an amount of energy that 
it is able to produce on-site. These 
buildings can host a rooftop solar array, 
battery storage, and onsite greywater 
systems. Decatur plans to require new 
construction to comply with Zero Energy 
Ready codes by 2030. Decatur’s Net-Zero 
Ready plans include the improvement and 
expansion of building codes for all new 
municipal, institutional, and commercial 
construction. This would include required 
energy and water reporting standards 
for commercial and multifamily buildings 
as well as regular evaluations of energy 
performance improvement standards.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY (ELECTRIC)

Annual energy efficiency savings potentials are derived by combining Decatur’s current energy 
demand with energy saving assumptions from the American Council for an Energy-Efficient 
Economy (ACEEE) and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) ResStock model. ResStock 
tells us the energy savings potentials across every state by analyzing appliances that have a positive 
return on investment (the most cost effective).

RESIDENTIAL MAX Savings Potential: 1.3% annually

COMMERCIAL MAX Savings Potential: 1.6% annually

ENERGY EFFICIENCY (NATURAL GAS)

RESIDENTIAL MAX Savings Potential: 0.8% annually

COMMERCIAL MAX Savings Potential: 1.1% annually

SOLAR POWER

Greenlink Analytics (GLA) comes up with a technical and economic potential for residential and 
commercial solar using project sunroof from Google Environmental Insights Explorer (EIE) and 
historical solar trends in Decatur.
Assumptions around Decatur's solarize campaigns, contagion effects (e.g. how much more will I want 
to install solar if my neighbor has it?), and Federal income tax credits (ITC) are considered for MAX 
solar potential analysis. 

RESIDENTIAL 
SOLAR POWER

Baseline Residential DGPV: 6MW cumulatively
MAX Residential DGPV: 12MW cumulatively

COMMERCIAL 
SOLAR POWER

Baseline Commercial DGPV: 11MW cumulatively
MAX Commercial DGPV: 12MW cumulatively

ENERGY STORAGE

GLA calculates residential and commercial energy storage potentials based on the solar power 
potentials described above: a portion of the residential and commercial solar installed is also paired 
with battery storage. The assumed portion of solar installations that also include battery storage are 
derived from NREL's dGEN model results, which estimates customer adoption of storage based on 
economics and contagion effects.

Residential 
Battery Storage

Baseline Residential Battery: 0.6MW cumulatively
MAX Residential Battery: 2.8 MW cumulatively

Commercial 
Battery Storage

Baseline Commercial Battery: 1.6 MW cumulatively
MAX Commercial Battery: 5.1 MW cumulatively

TABLE G1 — ASSUMPTIONS BEHIND EACH ENERGY RESOURCE POTENTIAL SOURCE: GREENLINK ANALYTICS, 2022



RENEWABLE ENERGY CREDITS (RECS)

A REC is a market-based tool to offset fossil fueled energy production through certifications. Credits 
typically represent one megawatt-hour (MWh) of electricity produced by a renewable energy 
resource. This option is best for areas that cannot produce renewable energy on their own, but 
want to support the renewable energy market. RECs can differ in price depending on what type of 
renewable technology you are interested in purchasing, however a typical 1 REC/ 1 MWh of energy 
can be up to $10.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE ADOPTION | TRANSPORTATION

Electric vehicle potentials are based on over 10,000 simulations of potential futures based on sales 
projections from 5 leading EV sources. Vehicle stock turnover as vehicles reach end of life are also 
accounted for.

BAU SCENARIO EV % of passenger vehicles in 2050: 32%

CE SCENARIO CEV % of passenger vehicles in 2050: 55%

SLI SCENARIO EV % of passenger vehicles in 2050: 77%

MAX SCENARIO EV % of passenger vehicles in 2050: 100%

ALTERNATIVE COMMUTE MODES | TRANSPORTATION

This action represents the portion of daily commutes occurring by bicycle. Higher percentages of 
bicycle commuting reduce the number of trips via single-occupant vehicles, thereby reducing local 
fuel consumption and tailpipe emissions.

BAU SCENARIO Percent commute by bike in 2050: 2%

MAX SCENARIO Percent commute by bike in 2050: 33%

VMT REDUCTIONS | TRANSPORTATION

GLA calculates VMT reduction potential based on a package of policies designed to reduce single 
occupant vehicle trips. These policies include increased travel infrastructure for walking and other 
active travel modes, implementation of commute reduction programs that leverage partial virtual 
work and promote carpooling, and investment in local electric public transit service.

BAU SCENARIO Percent VMT growth in Decatur by 2050: 26%

MAX SCENARIO Percent VMT growth in Decatur by 2050: 10%

TABLE G1 — ASSUMPTIONS BEHIND EACH ENERGY RESOURCE POTENTIAL SOURCE: GREENLINK ANALYTICS, 2022



Municipal Building Assessments Summary 

 

To achieve its goal of 100% clean and renewable energy for municipal buildings by 2030, the City of 
Decatur assessed energy and water usage at a portfolio of its largest and most used buildings. . The 
assessments included utility benchmarking with ENERGYSTAR Portfolio Manager, ASHRAE* Level 2 
energy assessments, and analysis of plumbing features and water usage .  

The assessments are a top-down/bottom-up analysis of energy and water usage: 

• Top-down examination of actual energy and water consumption through analysis of utility bills 
• Bottom-up audit of all lighting and plumbing fixtures, HVAC units, water heaters, and other 

equipment performed on-site 
•  

This approach helps identify where there is excessive consumption and where efficiency measures can 
have the largest impact. A list of potential efficiency projects is then developed, along with estimated 
costs and annual savings calculations, based on the above site-audit and energy/water analyses. 

Southface Institute assessed 9 municipal buildings, including: the Public Works buildings A and B, City 
Hall, two fire stations, Beacon Municipal Police Department, Ebster Recreation Center, Decatur 
Recreation Center and the Legacy Park Administration Building.  

The assessments found $227,883.00 of possible annual cost savings through a combination of efficiency 
improvements, behavioral changes, and solar installations. Typical improvements include: 

• Operations optimization 
• LED Lighting and automated controls. LED lights are more efficient and have longer lifespans 

than fluorescent bulbs, and prices for LEDs continue to decline.  
• Retrocommissioning HVAC sytems to improve performance. Commercial HVAC systems, like 

those in municipal buildings, are complex systems made up of many sensors, controls, and 
pieces of mechanical equipment. Retrocommissionining addresses defects in the system that can 
emerge over time.  

• Upgrading equipment on burnout, or when existing systems reach the end of their usable life.  
 

These improvements could be funded through a variety of sources including: 

• Decatur Capital Improvement Funds 
• Energy Savings Performance Contracts 
• Solar Energy Procurement Agreements 
• City purchase of solar PV arrays 

 

 

*American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers. ASHRAE* Level 2 energy 
assessments are intended to for those wishing to improve energy efficiency, hone-in on how the whole 
building is functioning and identify the projects that will provide the greatest energy reduction at the best 
return on investment (ROI). 

 



Decatur’s Municipal Fleet Electrification Assessment  

 

The City of Decatur’s (“Decatur”) fleet is comprised of 172 passenger vehicles and equipment. 
The non-bus fleet is critical in the operations of the city’s services and revenue-producing fleets. 
Decatur’s vehicles have been categorized into light-duty, medium-duty, heavy-duty, pursuit, and 
non-road engine vehicles. Decatur’s fleet is fairly-evenly distributed between pursuit, light, 
medium, and heavy-duty vehicles. Light-duty vehicles make up 39% of Decatur’s fleet, the most 
used type of vehicle, with medium-duty vehicles making up 22% of the fleet. Heavy-duty 
vehicles, all of which are types of heavy-duty trucks, make up 20% of the fleet. Additionally, 
police pursuit vehicles that make up 18% of the fleet.  

Electric vehicle availability, duty cycles of the vehicles, infrastructure needs, and the cost to make 
the transition are four key factors influencing the achievability of meeting the electrification goals.  

Vehicle Availability: Decatur’s fleet is made up of a diverse array of vehicles, all of which have 
varying degrees of electric models currently available. Currently, light-duty vehicles have the 
largest number of electric models on the market, while heavy-duty vehicles, such as firetrucks 
and garbage trucks, have very few commercially available options. As vehicle manufacturers 
continue to invest in the development of electric models, the City will have a greater number of 
options to meet its electrification goals.  

Range: Understanding the duty cycle of each Decatur vehicle is critical to knowing whether the 
range limitations of a battery electric vehicle will interrupt operations. Based on the annual mileage 
data provided, it seems that all non-patrol vehicles are eligible for EV replacement. 

Charging: Decatur’s fleet is spread out over 3 sites, with most of the fleet being located between 
the Public Works building and Police Station. Assuming there is a 1:1 charger to vehicle ratio at 
all locations, Decatur would need 57 chargers for the Police station, 8 chargers for the Fire 
Department, and 97 chargers at the Public Works building.  

The analysis conducted by the Center for Transportation and the Environment assumed a 1:1 
fleet replacement and 1:1 charger to vehicle ratio. Additional analysis is recommended to right-
size the Decatur fleet and determine the optimal charging infrastructure and schedule to maintain 
operational capabilities in a cost-effective manner.  
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o Only presenters will have video & voice during the presentation.

o After the presentation, we will start the Q & A portion.

o At this time, you can request to talk using the phone icon under 
your name.

o Please feel free to ask question via the chat box throughout the 
session, and we will answer them at  the end of the session

HOUSEKEEPING: ZOOM LOGISTICS
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Kickoff Agenda 6:00 – 6:10 PM Welcome and Introductions David Nifong, City of 

Decatur

6:10 – 6:30 PM What is Clean Energy? Megan O’Neil, Southface

6:30 – 6:50 PM Decatur Baseline Matthew Cox, Greenlink 

Analytics

6:50 – 6:55 PM Engagement Opportunities Robert Reed, Southface

6:55 – 7:10 PM Prioritization Exercise-Polling Lacey Davis, Southface

7:10 – 7:30 PM Questions and Next Meeting Robert Reed, Southface
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A Message from Mayor Patti 
Garrett
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What is a Clean Energy 
Plan?
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How other cities define  ‘Clean’ and ‘Renewable’ energy?
‘Clean’ sources do not emit greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs).

‘Renewable’ sources are those which can be replenished in a human timescale.

What is included?

• Energy efficiency

• Solar power

• Wind power

• Hydropower

• Energy storage

• Renewable Energy Credits (RECs)

What is not included?

• Nuclear power

• Biomass

• Natural gas

• Coal

EXAMPLE
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Creating a Clean Energy Plan
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Creating Decatur’s Clean Energy Plan 
How do we create the plan?



Potential Priorities of 
Decatur’s Clean Energy 
Plan
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Decatur’s Clean Energy Pathways: Greenlink Analytics
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Where are we now?

It can be difficult to make high quality decisions about where and how to make 
change if the current state is not understood

What kind of data speaks to the values of our community?

• Many communities have inventories and some existing data, although the 
quality of these are highly variable

• 30% + errors are common

• In energy and climate, regular sources of error come from a lack of geographic 
and temporal data (buildings) and measurement errors (transportation), or a 
general lack of research and integration (equity)

How up-to-date is our data?

• Things change relatively quickly – if data is more than 3 years old, it may not be 
reliable and likely requires a refresh.
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Tying “Where We Are Now” To “Where Are We Going”: Greenlink’s ACES Model

The Advanced Clean Energy Scenario Model (ACES) allows users to align outcomes with different future visions 
and action categories, leveraging the insights of Greenlink’s machine learning energy model ATHENIA. 

• ACES is helpful in understanding and evaluating the baseline. When set to its 
Business as Usual (BAU) calibration, it will inform people about projected 
future states of the community.

• ACES is most useful in exploring which strategies will lead to recognizing and 
realizing public values.

• ACES provides details on costs, benefits, job creation, public health, bills, and 
energy burden for user-defined effort levels, without getting prescriptive about 
policies. It will help clarify what strategies can best help put into practice the 
public values uncovered as a part of a solid community-centered process.
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ACES Inputs

Resolution’s definition of clean and 
renewable energy

• Users input energy and 
transportation actions (energy 
efficiency, solar, wind, EVs, 
transit, etc.) to create 
pathways

Tool uses

• Understand potential for clean 
energy

• Demonstrates value of energy 
beyond climate
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ACES Report Card
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ACES Report Card

Understanding Economic Development and Cost-Effectiveness: ACES uses 
location-specific characterizations of the economy to determine how clean 
energy policies affect job creation, GDP, and income. Job creation is projected for 
twelve different industries that are closely affiliated with clean energy. Finally, 
ACES provides estimates of each scenario’s cost effectiveness by showing the net 
present value of all costs and benefits as well as the cost-benefit ratio.
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ACES Report Card

Determining Energy Burden and Public Health Impacts: ACES estimates the 
community-wide energy burden by assessing changes in bills and incomes and 
the public health impacts of different strategies by analyzing where and when 
emissions change, how air pollution is dispersed, and the associated healthcare 
costs of exposure. 
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ACES Report Card

Calculating Total Utility Costs: The ACES financial model is calibrated to 
individual utilities and used to determine total utility costs by clean energy 
scenario. To better understand the equity implications of various scenarios, 
rate and bill impacts are further disaggregated into “Participants” and “Non-
Participants” to distinguish between those residents who are successfully 
engaged with the clean energy programming and those who are not. 
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Baseline and Forecast Energy Consumption for Decatur

Electricity consumption for Decatur’s residential, 
commercial, and industrial sector

Natural gas consumption for Decatur’s residential, 
commercial, and industrial sector

Residential and commercial buildings account for 1.5 million MMBtus of electricity and natural gas in 
2020 – that number is reduced by 8% in the business-as-usual scenario.
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Residential buildings consume a majority 
of Decatur's energy demand (51%) but 
produce 17% times less CO2e emissions 
than commercial buildings.

Total emissions reduce by 8% from 2020 
to 2050 if Decatur continues with 
business as usual.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Decatur
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Electricity use is responsible for 87% 
of municipal building emissions

Decatur's Municipal Emissions
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Georgia Power Generation Fuel Mix

Coal is reduced by roughly 
50% by 2035 in the 
business-as-usual 

scenario, whereas solar 
increases to make up 23% 
of the entire energy mix.
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Clean Energy 202s

• Local experts 

• Recorded webinars

• Q&A Session

Roundtables: Webinar format

• Community and Equity

• November 17, 2021, 6:00 – 7:30pm

• Clean Energy and Economy,

• January 19, 2022, 6:00 – 7:30pm

• The Built Environment

• February 24, 2022, 6:00 – 7:30pm

Engagement Opportunities: Roundtables and 202s
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Public Integrated Planning Charrette, Mid-March

• Open house on the Square

• Drop-in hours

• Closing open house

Virtual Open House

• Review plan draft

• Additional input opportunity

Website

• www.cleanenergydecatur.com

Engagement Opportunities

http://www.cleanenergydecatur.com/
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Residential Energy Usage (single-family homes and multi-family 
housing)

Total Usage

Combination of Efficiency and Solar

Greatest Potential Equity impact

Commercial Energy Usage (government facilities, service-providing 

facilities and equipment, and other public and private organizations)

Total Usage

Multiple proven programs

Greatest emissions impact

Transportation Energy Usage

Less control

MARTA Partnership

Prioritization Exercise
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a. 25%
b. 50%
c. 75%
d. 100%

Prioritization Exercise

1. What percent GHG reduction should the Clean 
Energy Plan prioritize for the residential sector by 
2030? 

2. What percent GHG reduction should the Clean 
Energy Plan prioritize for the commercial sector by 
2030? 

a. 25%
b. 50%
c. 75%
d. 100%

3.  What percent GHG reduction should the Clean 
Energy Plan prioritize for the transportation sector by 
2030? 

a. 25%
b. 50%
c. 75%
d. 100%
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Prioritization Exercise

4. What percentage of the future Decatur Clean 
Energy budget should be applied to the residential
sector?

a. 25%
b. 50%
c. 75%
d. 100%

5. What percentage of the future Decatur Clean 
Energy budget should be applied to the commercial
sector?

6. What percentage of the future Decatur Clean Energy 
budget should be applied to the transportation sector?

a. 25%
b. 50%
c. 75%
d. 100%

a. 25%
b. 50%
c. 75%
d. 100%



@SouthfaceInst | www.southface.org

Questions?

@cityofdecaturga   | cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com

VISIT US at cleanenergydecatur.com 

And take the survey
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/658
5655/Clean-Energy-Decatur

mailto:cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com
https://cleanenergydecatur.com/
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6585655/Clean-Energy-Decatur


Clean Energy 
Decatur: 
Environmental 
Sustainability Board 
Meeting
January 28, 2022
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Agenda
Welcome and Introductions David Nifong, City of Decatur

Clean Energy Plan Process Robert Reed, Southface Institute

ACES Demo and Energy Efficiency

Discussion

Etan Gumerman, Greenlink Analytics

Questions and Closing David Nifong, City of Decatur



Why Are We Here?
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Residential buildings consume a majority 
of Decatur's energy demand (51%) but 
produce 17% less CO2e emissions than 
commercial buildings.

Total emissions reduce by 8% from 2020 
to 2050 if Decatur continues with 
business as usual.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Decatur
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Our Current Sources of Energy
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Creating a Clean Energy Plan



The Process

Project Launch
Input & 

Awareness

Action 
Identification and 

Prioritization

Develop & Refine 
Plan

Implementation

Initiate stakeholder and 
community engagement:
• Develop stakeholder 

engagement approach
• Develop community 

engagement approach 
using previous Decatur 
processes and the 
engagement squad 
ensuring a diverse 
engagement

Host stakeholder and 
community conversations 
(depending on COVID 
realities - can be held 
virtually or in-person)
• 1:1s with businesses 

and orgs
• Community-wide kickoff 

and roundtables with 
facilitators

• Youth engagement 
through school 
workshops

Review feedback from 
community and stakeholders
• Capture priorities and 

values of Decaturites
• Consider diverse energy 

system, policy, and 
program scenarios 

• Release summary findings 
for community review

Develop Plan
• Select feasible 

scenarios based on 
engagement input, 
analytics from 
Greenlink, and team  
knowledge

• Draft and refine Clean 
Energy Plan, 
publishing 3 rounds of 
drafts

• Finalize and deliver 
Clean Energy Plan

Plan Enactment and 
Implementation
• Next Steps
• Develop and finalize 

toolkit and resources 
for education

• Policy, Programs & 
Technology



Clean Energy Planning: 
Using Greenlink’s ACES Tool
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Start with Baseline  (NOTE: Transportation is ~ 20% of Building)
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Identify Actions/Resource Options to Explore 

Examples:

• Energy Efficiency

• Distributed Generation

• Programs to Reduce Travel 
via Single-Occupancy 
Vehicles
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Use ACES Report Card to Compare Outcomes

ECONOMY FULL IMPACT EQUAL TO

Jobs Created 520 6.1
x Agnes Scott 

Workforce

500   34% Incomes Increased $113,000,000 $314
per Decatur's 

resident per year

172   28% GDP Growth $231,000,000 52%

of Hartsfield-

Jackson Atlanta 

International 

328   23

2.9 12
Through 2050

13
PUBLIC 

HEALTH
FULL IMPACT EQUAL TO

100% Public Health Savings $37,000,000 $4
Monthly Health 

Insurance Savings

100% CO2 Emissions Avoided (Metric Tons)950,000 123
Months without 

Cars

IMPACT OF YOUR PATHWAY ON DECATUR'S FUTURE

Decatur's Renewable 

Electricity Supply

Utility Scale Solar Dedicated 

Capacity (MW)

Electric Vehicle as a % of 

Light-duty Vehicles 

Cumulative Costs (Million-$)

YOUR 2050 PATHWAY REPORT CARD

 What Your Vision Would Mean for Decatur

COST OVERVIEW 2050 DECATUR CLEAN ENERGY SUMMARY

Cumulative Benefits (Million-$)

Decatur's Electricity Offset 

by Building Energy Efficiency 

Additional Commercial Solar 

Capacity Installed (MW)

Reduction in Gasoline 

Consumption from 2020

Benefit/Cost Ratio

Additional Residential Solar 

Capacity Installed (MW)

Net Benefits (Million-$)

Through 2050
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ACES Report Card

Understanding Economic Development and Cost-Effectiveness:

ECONOMY FULL IMPACT EQUAL TO

Jobs Created 520 6.1
x Agnes Scott 

Workforce

Incomes Increased $113,000,000 $314
per Decatur's 

resident per year

GDP Growth $231,000,000 52%

of Hartsfield-

Jackson Atlanta 

International 

Through 2050
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ACES Report Card

Calculating Total Utility Costs:

In 2050

EXPENDITURE 

SAVINGS
FULL IMPACT EQUAL TO

Household Energy 

Bill Savings 
$24,764,000

Avg electric bill 

today: $120/month. 

2035 avg, no 

change: $220/month

Annual Bill 

Savings: 

Participants

$96 $8
Savings on monthly 

electricity bills

Annual Bill 

Savings: Non 

Participants

-$2 $0
Savings on monthly 

electricity bills

Gasoline Savings $93,000,490 $532

Savings per 

Decatur's driver 

per year
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Use Case: Context, Electricity in 2 Futures

Baseline Scenario Maximum Scenario
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Real time ACES Example

Comparing  Approaches:  Solar and Storage to Energy Efficiency
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Comparing Energy Efficiency and Solar & Storage

Scenario
Cumulative 

Costs 

(Millions- $)

Cumulative 
Benefits 

(Millions- $)

Decatur’s 
Renewable 

Electricity 

Supply

Electricity 
Offset by 

Energy 

Efficiency

CO2 
Emissions 

Avoided 

(MT)

Energy 

Efficiency

(electricity 

only)

$16 $272 21% 23% 480,000

Solar + 

Storage
$14 $36 30% 0% 40,000
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Comparing Different ACES Scenarios Leads to Different Results

Scenario Jobs

Incomes 
Increased 

($- Millions)

Public Health 
Benefits 

($-Millions)

RECS needed in 

2050

Energy Efficiency

(electricity only)
48 $14 $14 90,000

Solar + Storage 53 $11 $1 125,000



Upcoming Engagement 
Opportunities



Decatur Clean Energy Roundtable 3: The Built Environment
February 24, 2022
6:00-7:30

Virtual Engagement Opportunities

Upcoming Events

Past Events

Decatur Clean Energy Roundtable 1: Community 
and Equity: November 17, 2021

Decatur Clean Energy Roundtable 2: Clean 
Energy and Economy: January 19, 2022
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March 8 7:00am -10:00am Opening public session: 

Come hear about the 

Decatur Clean Energy 

Plan’s progress and 

findings to date

11:00am – 6:30pm Lobby open for walk-ins 

for all community 

members

March 9 8:00am – 3:00pm Lobby open for walk-ins 

for all community 

members

4:00pm - 7:00pm Open House: Decatur 

and its team members 

will review the 

completed plan elements

In-Person 
Charrette: 

Decatur Rec Center



@SouthfaceInst | www.southface.org

Thank You and 
Next Steps

@cityofdecaturga   | cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com

VISIT US at cleanenergydecatur.com 

And take the survey
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/658
5655/Clean-Energy-Decatur

mailto:cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com
https://cleanenergydecatur.com/
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6585655/Clean-Energy-Decatur


City of Decatur

Roundtable:

Community and Equity
November 17, 2021



2

o Only presenters will have video & voice during the presentation.

o After the presentation, we will start the Q & A portion.

o At this time, you can request to talk using the phone icon under 
your name.

o Please feel free to ask question via the chat box throughout the 
session, and we will answer them at the end of the session

HOUSEKEEPING: ZOOM LOGISTICS
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Roundtable Agenda 6:00 – 6:05 PM Welcome and Introductions David Nifong, City of 

Decatur

6:05 – 6:20 PM Project Overview David Nifong, City of 

Decatur; Megan O'Neil, 

Southface; Etan 

Gumerman, Greenlink 

Analytics
6:20 – 6:35 PM Community Challenges Listening Robert Reed, Southface

6:35 – 6:55 PM Potential Policies Discussion Mike Barcik, Amelia, 

Godfrey, Diana Burk, 

Nathaniel Horadam, 

Blythe Coleman-

Mumford
6:55 – 7:25 PM Engagement Activity Robert Reed, Southface

7:25 – 7:30 PM Thank You and Next Steps Robert Reed, Southface     



Why Are We Here?



5

How did we get here?
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What does clean energy mean to you?

Please drop a comment in the Zoom chat telling 
us what clean energy means to you
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How other cities define  ‘Clean’ and ‘Renewable’ energy?
‘Clean’ sources do not emit greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs).

‘Renewable’ sources are those which can be replenished in a human timescale.

What is included?

• Energy efficiency

• Solar power

• Wind power

• Hydropower

• Energy storage

• Renewable Energy Credits (RECs)

What is not included?

• Nuclear power

• Biomass

• Natural gas

• Coal

EXAMPLE
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Creating a Clean Energy Plan
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Benefits of Clean Energy

Economic Development

Benefits of Clean 

Energy

Improved housing quality 

Increased savings for
owners and renters

Reduced energy burden

Improved local economy

Improved public health

Improved outdoor air 
quality

Reduced economic stress

Increased disposable income

Improved indoor air 
quality

The solar industry provides job 

opportunities, with solar panel 

installer jobs projected to grow 

51% in the next 10 years.

Safer, more affordable and 
comfortable homes

Increased housing satisfaction
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Residential buildings consume a majority 
of Decatur's energy demand (51%) but 
produce 17% times less CO2e emissions 
than commercial buildings.

Total emissions reduce by 8% from 2020 
to 2050 if Decatur continues with 
business as usual.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Decatur
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Our Current Sources of Energy



Energy Burden
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What Is Energy Burden?

Energy burden is defined as the percentage of gross household 
income spent on energy costs.

National Median - 3.6% (2019)

Georgia Median - 5.4% (2019)

DeKalb Median - 4.1% (2018)

Decatur - 1.6% to 3.1% (2018)

Definitions: 
High Energy Burden > 6%

Severe Energy Burden > 10%

Census Tract
Households with 
Severe EB

Median 
Income

226 370   (~13%) $79,800

227 375   (~23%) $103,000
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Decatur
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Energy Burden

#1 
REASON
For a short-term loan is 
a to pay a utility bill

31% 
OF AMERICANS
Have gone without a meal or a 
prescription to pay a utility bill

Low 
Income

Cycle of Energy 
Burden

Increasing 
Utility 
Rates

High 
Energy 

Bills

Less 
Efficient 
Housing 

Stock

Climate 
Change

Short-
Term 
Loans
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Health 

Implications Economic Barriers
Environmental 

Burdens

Why Care About Energy Burden?
Because it's about so much more than energy burden.
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Why Care About Energy Burden?

Health Implications Economic Barriers Environmental Burdens

Extreme heat High utility bills Climate Change: Extreme 

weather conditions (cold 
winters, hot summers)

Food security Neglecting other 
essential costs (i.e. 
insurance, food, 
prescriptions, 
hygienic needs, 
education)

Extreme heat vulnerability: not 

having places to cool down, 

spending time outdoors on very 

hot days, extreme heat being 
more prominent

Cold weather 
conditions 

Taking out loans Energy Efficiency: 

weatherization, alternative 

forms of energy, age of the 
home, etc.

COVID deaths

Mental Stress

Lack of sleep
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Reducing Energy Burden
For a family making $60,000, with "high energy burden" (6%, $300 / month), their energy 
bills would have to be reduced $1,500/year to reach national average 3.5%

Energy savings measures:
• Low-no-cost measures
• Weatherization
• Deep retrofits
• Renewable energy
• Utility programs
• Energy code compliance
• Green building programs
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Energy Bills vs. Energy Rates

• Bills are not the same thing as 
rates

• Certain investments will reduce 
energy bills (i.e., energy 
efficiency investments) but may 
increase rates

• Investments in new power 
plants like those associated with 
Plant Vogtle, are investments 
that increase rates and bills.



Community Challenges 
Listening Session

Miro Board 1

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lkIujpQ=/
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o Click on the link provided in the Zoom chat to have real time 
access to the shared Miro board.

o Zoom out as needed to view the entire board or zoom in to view 
sections of the board.

o Move the Miro board around by clicking and dragging the white 
space outside each section.

o Inside each section: double click on a sticky note to type your 
comments directly onto the board.

o Need to add a sticky note? Use this button

MIRO LOGISTICS
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Potential Policy Solutions

Solar – Shan Arora

Workforce training –
Amelia Godfrey

Building Codes – Diana Burk

Community Engagement – Blythe Coleman-Mumford

Sustainable Mobility – Nathaniel Horadam

Energy Efficiency –
Mike Barcik



Engagement Activity

Miro Board 2: Breakout Room 1

Miro Board 2: Breakout Room 2

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lk_e8qc=/
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_liqFHfE=/
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o Click on the link provided in the Zoom chat to have real time 
access to the shared Miro board.

o Zoom out as needed to view the entire board or zoom in to view 
sections of the board.

o Move the Miro board around by clicking and dragging the white 
space outside each section.

o Inside each section: double click on a sticky note to type your 
comments directly onto the board.

o Need to add a sticky note? Use this button

MIRO LOGISTICS



@SouthfaceInst | www.southface.org

Thank You and 
Next Steps

@cityofdecaturga   | cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com

VISIT US at cleanenergydecatur.com 

And take the survey
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/658
5655/Clean-Energy-Decatur

mailto:cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com
https://cleanenergydecatur.com/
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6585655/Clean-Energy-Decatur


City of Decatur

Roundtable:

Clean Energy and 
Economy
January 19, 2022
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o Only presenters will have video & voice during the presentation.

o After the presentation, we will start the Q & A portion.

o At this time, you can request to talk using the phone icon under 
your name.

o Please feel free to ask question via the chat box throughout the 
session, and we will answer them at the end of the session

HOUSEKEEPING: ZOOM LOGISTICS
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Roundtable

Agenda
6:00 – 6:05 PM Welcome and Introductions David Nifong, City of Decatur

6:05 – 6:20 PM Project Overview David Nifong, City of 

Decatur; Robert Reed, 

Southface

6:25 – 6:45 PM Potential Policies Discussion Lindy Miller, Sumner 
Pomeroy, Misty Fernandez, 
Diana Burk, George 
Buchannan, Carl Seville

6:45 - 7: 25 PM Engagement Activity Robert Reed, Southface

7:25 – 7:30 PM Thank You and Next Steps Robert Reed, Southface



Why Are We Here?



5

How did we get here?



6

What is clean energy?
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Benefits of Clean Energy

Economic Development

Benefits of Clean 

Energy

Improved housing quality 

Increased savings for
owners and renters

Reduced energy burden

Improved local economy

Improved public health

Improved outdoor air 
quality

Reduced economic stress

Increased disposable income

Improved indoor air 
quality

Most every dollar spent on 

efficiency stays in the local 

economy

Safer, more affordable and 
comfortable homes

Increased housing satisfaction
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Residential buildings consume a majority 
of Decatur's energy demand (51%) but 
produce 17% less CO2e emissions than 
commercial buildings.

Total emissions reduce by 8% from 2020 
to 2050 if Decatur continues with 
business as usual.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Decatur
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Our Current Sources of Energy
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Creating a Clean Energy Plan



The Process

Project Launch
Input & 

Awareness

Action 
Identification and 

Prioritization

Develop & Refine 
Plan

Implementation

Initiate stakeholder and 
community engagement:
• Develop stakeholder 

engagement approach
• Develop community 

engagement approach 
using previous Decatur 
processes and the 
engagement squad 
ensuring a diverse 
engagement

Host stakeholder and 
community conversations 
(depending on COVID 
realities - can be held 
virtually or in-person)
• 1:1s with businesses 

and orgs
• Community-wide kickoff 

and roundtables with 
facilitators

• Youth engagement 
through school 
workshops

Review feedback from 
community and stakeholders
• Capture priorities and 

values of Decaturites
• Consider diverse energy 

system, policy, and 
program scenarios 

• Release summary findings 
for community review

Develop Plan
• Select feasible 

scenarios based on 
engagement input, 
analytics from 
Greenlink, and team  
knowledge

• Draft and refine Clean 
Energy Plan, 
publishing 3 rounds of 
drafts

• Finalize and deliver 
Clean Energy Plan

Plan Enactment and 
Implementation
• Next Steps
• Develop and finalize 

toolkit and resources 
for education

• Policy, Programs & 
Technology



Economy
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Clean Energy Jobs Opportunities

▪ HVAC professionals 
▪ Electricians 
▪ Engineers 
▪ Researchers / 
scientists 
▪ Solar installers
▪ Green building 
workforce 
▪ Building energy raters 
▪ Factory workers –
appliances, building 
materials, 
hybrid/electric vehicles 

475 new clean 
energy jobs
(5.6x greater than the Agnes 
Scott workforce)

$295 income 
increase potential

per Decatur resident per year

Up to $4 in monthly 

health savings for Decatur’s 
residents
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Decatur’s Fuel Mix in 2050

Baseline Scenario MAX Scenario
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How Electricity is Met Over Time

Baseline Scenario MAX Scenario
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Clean Energy In Private Sector

Businesses demonstrating an interest in clean energy 
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Potential Policies Discussion

Solar Installations- Lindy Miller

Energy Efficiency Consulting-Carl Seville

Mobility Options - Sumner Pomeroy

Utilities & Economic Development –Misty Fernandez

Energy Performance Contracting
George Buchanan

Electrification- Diana Burk



Engagement Activity
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o Click on the link provided in the Zoom chat to have real time 
access to the shared Miro board.

o Zoom out as needed to view the entire board or zoom in to view 
sections of the board.

o Move the Miro board around by clicking and dragging the white 
space outside each section.

o Inside each section: double click on a sticky note to type your 
comments directly onto the board.

o Need to add a sticky note? Use this button

MIRO LOGISTICS



@SouthfaceInst | www.southface.org

Thank You and 
Next Steps

@cityofdecaturga   | cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com

VISIT US at cleanenergydecatur.com 

And take the survey
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/658
5655/Clean-Energy-Decatur

mailto:cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com
https://cleanenergydecatur.com/
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6585655/Clean-Energy-Decatur


City of Decatur

Roundtable: The Built 
Environment
February 24, 2022
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o Only presenters will have video & voice during the presentation.

o After the presentation, we will start the Q & A portion.

o At this time, you can request to talk using the phone icon under 
your name.

o Please feel free to ask question via the chat box throughout the 
session, and we will answer them at the end of the session

HOUSEKEEPING: ZOOM LOGISTICS
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Roundtable

Agenda

6:00 – 6:05 PM Welcome and Introductions David Nifong, City of 

Decatur

6:05 – 6:15 PM Project Overview David Nifong, City of 

Decatur; Robert Reed, 

Southface

6:15 – 6:25 PM Efficiency and the Built Environment Samantha McDonald

6:25 – 6:45 PM Potential Policies Discussion George Buchannan, Carl 
Seville, Bryant Haines, 
Denis Blackburn, Diana 
Burk, Shan Arora

6:45 - 7: 25 PM Engagement Activity Robert Reed, Southface

7:25 – 7:30 PM Thank You and Next Steps David Nifong, City of 

Decatur



Why Are We Here?



5

How did we get here?



6

What is clean energy?
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Benefits of Clean Energy

Economic Development

Benefits of Clean 

Energy

Improved housing quality 

Increased savings for
owners and renters

Reduced energy burden

Improved local economy

Improved public health

Improved outdoor air 
quality

Reduced economic stress

Increased disposable income

Improved indoor air 
quality

The solar industry provides job 

opportunities, with solar panel 

installer jobs projected to grow 

51% in the next 10 years.

Safer, more affordable and 
comfortable homes

Increased housing satisfaction
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Residential buildings consume a majority 
of Decatur's energy demand (51%) but 
produce 17% times less CO2 emissions 
than commercial buildings.

Total emissions reduced by 8% from 2020 
to 2050 if Decatur continues with 
business as usual.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Decatur
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Our Current Sources of Energy
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Creating a Clean Energy Plan



The Process

Project Launch
Input & 

Awareness

Action 
Identification and 

Prioritization

Develop & Refine 
Plan

Implementation

Initiate stakeholder and 
community engagement:
• Develop stakeholder 

engagement approach
• Develop community 

engagement approach 
using previous Decatur 
processes and the 
engagement squad 
ensuring a diverse 
engagement

Host stakeholder and 
community conversations 
(depending on COVID 
realities - can be held 
virtually or in-person)
• 1:1s with businesses 

and orgs
• Community-wide kickoff 

and roundtables with 
facilitators

• Youth engagement 
through school 
workshops

Review feedback from 
community and stakeholders
• Capture priorities and 

values of Decaturites
• Consider diverse energy 

system, policy, and 
program scenarios 

• Release summary findings 
for community review

Develop Plan
• Select feasible 

scenarios based on 
engagement input, 
analytics from 
Greenlink, and team  
knowledge

• Draft and refine Clean 
Energy Plan, 
publishing 3 rounds of 
drafts

• Finalize and deliver 
Clean Energy Plan

Plan Enactment and 
Implementation
• Next Steps
• Develop and finalize 

toolkit and resources 
for education

• Policy, Programs & 
Technology



The Built Environment
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Energy Efficiency is Cost-Effective

• Energy efficiency means using less energy to keep the same level (or 
more) of comfort within the home

• Often referred to as "low-hanging fruit" because it is generally more 
cost-effective than renewable energy and provides high levels of 
energy savings, improved air quality, and jobs

• Energy efficiency improvements range from appliance improvements 
to complete home retrofits
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Energy Efficiency Drives Decatur’s Fuel Mix in 2050

Baseline Scenario MAX Scenario
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Energy Efficiency in Decatur

Technologies Programs and Policies

• High efficiency heat pumps
• Drill and fill wall cavity
• LED lightbulbs
• Attic insulation
• Duct Sealing and Insulating
• Energy efficiency water heater
• Storm Windows

• On-bill financing
• Energy Savings Performance 

Contracts (ESPCs)
• Workforce Training Collaboration
• Revolving Clean Energy Loan 

Fund
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What Is Energy Burden?

Energy burden is defined as the percentage of gross household 
income spent on energy costs.

National Median - 3.6% (2019)

Georgia Median - 5.4% (2019)

DeKalb Median - 4.1% (2018)

Decatur - 1.6% to 3.1% (2018)

Definitions: 
High Energy Burden > 6%

Severe Energy Burden > 10%

Census Tract
Households with 
Severe EB

Median 
Income

226 370   (~13%) $79,800

227 375   (~23%) $103,000
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Energy Burden

#1 
REASON
For a short-term loan is 
a to pay a utility bill

31% 
OF AMERICANS
Have gone without a meal or a 
prescription to pay a utility bill

Low 
Income

Cycle of Energy 
Burden

Increasing 
Utility 
Rates

High 
Energy 

Bills

Less 
Efficient 
Housing 

Stock

Climate 
Change

Short-
Term 
Loans
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Energy Efficiency can Improve Equity Issues

• Due to administrative and financial complications, energy 
efficiency programs are often not programmed toward 
low-income rental housing.

• Split-incentive between owner and renter to address 
efficiency investment needs

• It is important to consider the needs of low-income, 
renting households when moving forward with clean 
energy planning

Legend
Housing: Renter
Shows the median percentage of owner-occupied 
households compared to renter-occupied 
households.
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Potential Policies Discussion

Community Solar/SEPA
Lindy Miller

Energy Retrofits
Carl Seville

Decatur Specific
Bryant Haines

Zero Energy Ready
Denis Blackburn

Retro-Commissioning
George Buchanan

Incentives for Electrification 
Diana Burk

Solarize
Shan Arora



What to Do With Your Old 
House

Carl Seville

SK Collaborative
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Attic

▪Seal Holes

▪Then Insulate
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HVAC

▪Seal Ducts

(c) SK Collaborative, LLC
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HVAC

▪Vent Kitchens and Bathrooms

▪To The Exterior

(c) SK Collaborative, LLC
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Walls

• Seal Holes

• Outlets

• Baseboard
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What Not to Do

▪Window Replacement

▪Reflective Paint

▪Bubble Wrap Insulation
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Cautions

▪Carbon Monoxide
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Cautions

▪ Wall Insulation
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Get an Energy Audit

▪Hire an Expert

▪ Identify Problems

▪Offer Solutions

▪Georgia Power

▪Home Energy Improvement Program
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Potential Policies Discussion

Community Solar/SEPA
Lindy Miller

Energy Retrofits
Carl Seville

Decatur Specific
Bryant Haines

Zero Energy Ready
Denis Blackburn

Retro-Commissioning
George Buchanan

Incentives for Electrification 
Diana Burk

Solarize
Shan Arora



Engagement Activity
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MIRO LOGISTICS
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March 8 7:00am -10:00am Opening public session: 

Come hear about the 

Decatur Clean Energy 

Plan’s progress and 

findings to date

11:00am – 6:30pm Lobby open for walk-ins 

for all community 

members

March 9 8:00am – 3:00pm Lobby open for walk-ins 

for all community 

members

4:00pm - 7:00pm Open House: Decatur 

and its team members 

will review the 

completed plan elements

In-Person 
Charrette: 

Decatur Rec Center



@SouthfaceInst | www.southface.org

Thank You and 
Next Steps

@cityofdecaturga   | cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com

VISIT US at cleanenergydecatur.com 

And take the survey
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/658
5655/Clean-Energy-Decatur

mailto:cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com
https://cleanenergydecatur.com/
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6585655/Clean-Energy-Decatur


City of Decatur

Clean Energy Plan:

Youth Council 
Meeting
December 8, 2021
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Agenda

Welcome and Introductions David Nifong, City of Decatur

Project Overview 10 minutes

Engagement Activity 20 minutes

Questions and Closing 10 minutes



Why Are We Here?
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How did we get here?
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What is clean energy?
‘Clean’ sources do not emit greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs).

‘Renewable’ sources are those which can be replenished in a human timescale.
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Benefits of Clean Energy

Economic Development

Benefits of Clean 
Energy

Improved housing quality 

Increased savings for
owners and renters

Reduced energy burden

Improved local economy

Improved public health

Improved outdoor air quality

Reduced economic stress

Increased disposable income

Improved indoor air quality

The solar industry provides job 
opportunities, with solar panel 
installer jobs projected to grow 51% 
in the next 10 years.

Safer, more affordable and 
comfortable homes

Increased housing satisfaction

Click to add text
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Residential buildings consume a majority 
of Decatur's energy demand (51%) but 
produce 17% times less CO2e emissions 
than commercial buildings.

Total emissions reduce by 8% from 2020 
to 2050 if Decatur continues with 
business as usual.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Decatur
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Our Current Sources of Energy
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Creating a Clean Energy Plan



The Process

Project Launch
Input & 

Awareness

Action 
Identification and 

Prioritization

Develop & Refine 
Plan

Implementation

Initiate stakeholder and 
community engagement:
• Develop stakeholder 

engagement approach
• Develop community 

engagement approach 
using previous Decatur 
processes and the 
engagement squad 
ensuring a diverse 
engagement

Host stakeholder and 
community conversations 
(depending on COVID 
realities - can be held 
virtually or in-person)
• 1:1s with businesses 

and orgs
• Community-wide kickoff 

and roundtables with 
facilitators

• Youth engagement 
through school 
workshops

Review feedback from 
community and stakeholders
• Capture priorities and 

values of Decaturites
• Consider diverse energy 

system, policy, and 
program scenarios 

• Release summary findings 
for community review

Develop Plan
• Select feasible 

scenarios based on 
engagement input, 
analytics from 
Greenlink, and team  
knowledge

• Draft and refine Clean 
Energy Plan, 
publishing 3 rounds of 
drafts

• Finalize and deliver 
Clean Energy Plan

Plan Enactment and 
Implementation
• Next Steps
• Develop and finalize 

toolkit and resources 
for education

• Policy, Programs & 
Technology



Energy Burden
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What Is Energy Burden?

Energy burden is defined as the percentage of gross household 
income spent on energy costs.

National Median - 3.6% (2019)

Georgia Median - 5.4% (2019)

DeKalb Median - 4.1% (2018)

Decatur - 1.6% to 3.1% (2018)

Definitions: 
High Energy Burden > 6%

Severe Energy Burden > 10%

Census Tract
Households with 
Severe EB

Median 
Income

226 370   (~13%) $79,800

227 375   (~23%) $103,000
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Energy Burden

#1 
REASON
For a short-term loan is 
a to pay a utility bill

31% 
OF AMERICANS
Have gone without a meal or a 
prescription to pay a utility bill

Low 
Income

Cycle of Energy 
Burden

Increasing 
Utility 
Rates

High 
Energy 

Bills

Less 
Efficient 
Housing 

Stock

Climate 
Change

Short-
Term 
Loans
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Energy Bills vs. Energy Rates

• Bills are not the same thing as 
rates

• Certain investments will reduce 
energy bills (i.e., energy 
efficiency investments) but may 
increase rates

• Investments in new power 
plants like those associated with 
Plant Vogtle, are investments 
that increase rates and bills.



Engagement Activity



@SouthfaceInst | www.southface.org

Thank You and 
Next Steps

@cityofdecaturga   | cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com

VISIT US at cleanenergydecatur.com 

And take the survey
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/658
5655/Clean-Energy-Decatur

mailto:cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com
https://cleanenergydecatur.com/
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6585655/Clean-Energy-Decatur


Clean Energy Decatur Canvassing 

Why are we all here today? 
As part of an ongoing effort to protect the city and community against the negative impacts of 

climate change, Decatur is creating a Clean Energy Plan to help the City move away from its 

reliance on fossil fuels and towards a clean energy future. As part of this project, the City of 

Decatur has hired Decatur City Schools students to canvass in their communities and help spread 

the word about the Clean Energy Plan. 

What is a Clean Energy Plan?  

Simply put, a clean energy plan is a document created by cities that outlines pathways and 
policies which help the city transition away from using fossil fuels, curb carbon emissions, and 
prioritize renewable energy.  

Canvasser responsibilities 

• Educate Decatur residents about Decatur’s Clean Energy Plan

• Encourage Decatur residents to take the Decatur Clean Energy survey

• Distribute informational flyers

Safety Protocols 

• Do not enter anyone’s house or apartment while canvassing

• Do not enter any apartment complexes while canvassing

• All canvassers will canvass in pairs to maintain safety

• COVID Safety Protocols

o Masks must be worn at all times when canvassing and during trainings

o Tell field captain ASAP if you have or develop a fever etc. during the canvassing

campaign

• Inclement weather

o If light rain/pop up shower - Possible rain delay, canvassing will resume once

showers have stopped.  If showers continue for 20 mins, canvassing will be

cancelled or rescheduled.

o If inclement weather (thunderstorm, lightning, hail, tornado watch) - Cancel

event and schedule an alternate day or resume schedule pending no further

inclement weather

• A field captain will be on-site to manage on the ground canvassing during the entirety of

each canvassing day.



General Script Draft 

Hi! My name is ______ and I'm one of your neighbors in [neighborhood]. I'm out here 
with several other canvassers spreading the word about Decatur’s Clean Energy Plan. 
The City recently launched Clean Energy Decatur, its initiative to develop Decatur’s plan 
for a clean energy future. Decatur is committed to protecting its community against the 
negative impacts of climate change and reducing it contributions to the climate crisis, 
and this Clean Energy Plan will guide those efforts. Community members are central to 
this effort and are invited to participate in a community-wide survey to help guide this 
process. 

Ask: Would you be interested in taking the anonymous and brief Decatur Clean Energy 
survey?  
[If Yes] Great! I'm glad that you're interested. Here's a flyer with QR code where you can 
take the survey online, or you can take the survey with me now. Thank you! 
[If No] Thanks for your time. 

If they seem genuinely interested direct them to: Check out our website 

cleanenergydecatur.com to learn more about the Plan.  



What is a Clean Energy Plan?

As part of an ongoing effort to protect 
the city and community against the 
negative impacts of climate change, 
Decatur is creating a Clean Energy Plan 
to help the City move away from its 
reliance on fossil fuels and towards a 
resilient, renewable future. Based on 
extensive community input, the 
Decatur Clean Energy Plan will identify
clean energy priorities, such as:

❑ Equity
❑ Energy efficiency and renewable 

energy in affordable housing
❑ Community-wide clean energy 

education
❑ Workforce training opportunities
❑ Increasing alternative 

transportation and mobility options
❑ Establishing a deadline to achieve a 

clean energy transition
❑ Outlining actionable steps towards 

a clean energy future

Shape Decatur’s Future

SU
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For more information, check out
https://cleanenergydecatur.com/ 

Solar

Energy Efficiency

Nuclear All Other Renewables

Coal and Gas

Decatur’s Fuel Mix in 2050

Business As Usual Maximum Clean Energy

Want to share your thoughts?
Take the survey here!



City Municipal Buildings Assessments
Beacon Municipal Center
420 W Trinity Pl. 
Decatur, GA 30030

Facility Size 34,367 sq ft

Annual Utility Usage (kWh) 804,267 

Annual Utility Cost (USD) $85,906

Potential Annual Energy Savings (USD) $48,577

Potential Annual Energy Savings (kWh) 494, 120

Ebster Recreation Center
105 Electric Ave. 
Decatur, GA 30030

Facility Size 23,010 sq ft

Annual Utility Usage (kWh) 339,630 

Annual Utility Cost (USD) $49,822

Potential Annual Energy Savings (USD) $37,537

Potential Annual Energy Savings (kWh) 301,080

Decatur Recreation Center
231 Sycamore St. 
Decatur, GA 30030

Facility Size 39,990 sq ft

Annual Utility Usage (kWh) 395,187

Annual Utility Cost (USD) $58,695

Potential Annual Energy Savings (USD) $37,780

Potential Annual Energy Savings (kWh) 277,380
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City Municipal Buildings Assessments
Beacon Municipal Center
Proposed Improvements Annual Cost 

Savings

Solar PV (170 kW) $21,875

LED Lighting and Controls $12, 328

RCx HVAC and BAS $11,715

Ebster Recreation Center
Proposed Improvements

Annual Cost 
Savings

Solar PV (89 kW) $14, 147

RCx HVAC and BAS $10, 924

Highest Efficiency Gym RTUs $4, 566

Decatur Recreation Center
Proposed Improvements

Annual Cost 
Savings

Solar (80 kW) $13, 540

RCx Non-unitary HVAC $7, 784

LED Lighting and Controls $5, 473

Methodology

Possible Financing

❑Solar Energy Procurement 
agreement

❑Purchase by City

❑City’s Capital Improvements 
Fund

❑Guaranteed Savings 
Performance Contract

❑City’s Capital Improvements 
Fund

❑Guaranteed Savings 
Performance Contract

Each Decatur municipal building’s energy performance was benchmarked using ASHRAE Level 2 energy assessments and ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager tool. Benchmarking is the process of evaluating energy 
performance indicators, including the performance of peers and the historic performance of one’s own facility. ASHRAE Level 2 audits utilize a top-down (analyzing the actual energy consumption through a utility bill) and 
bottom-up analysis (an audit of all lighting fixtures, HVAC units, etc.). The savings estimates were estimated by utilizing one of 3 major methods: 1) Standard industry algorithms such as found in statewide or regional 
Technical Reference Manuals (TRMs), including Georgia’s, using site-gathered information for specific site-level variables (e.g. LED lighting upgrades), 2) A savings % ratio, based on either manufacturer performance data 
or independent studies, applied to the existing annual consumption of that end-use (e.g. air conditioning replacement), 3) An energy simulation using dimensions and attributes from the building (e.g. building envelope 
measures or solar panel installation). Lastly, cost estimates were calculated by averaging the gas, electric, or water rate multiplied by the savings estimates. Time-of-use (TOU) to the electric savings was
not factored in.
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Current Energy & Greenhouse Gases

Electricity Generation 
Mix by Resource, 2018

Sources of Greenhouse 
Gases, 2021 

Residential Electric

Commercial Electric

Natural Gas in Buildings

Transportation

Coal and Gas

Nuclear

Solar

Other Renewable 
Energy
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Building Energy & Greenhouse Gases 
Baseline Forecast

Building Emissions  

Electricity Fuel Forecast

2021 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
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2018 2025 2035 2050

Residential Electricity

Commercial Electricity

Residential & Commercial 
Gas Use

Coal and Gas

Nuclear

Solar

Other Renewable 
Energy
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*Baseline Forecast is defined as the expected future based on trends identified for building turnover and the electricity sector. This includes 
plans undertaken related to the previous Georgia Power Integrated Resource Plan (IRP).



Fleet Assessment

City of Decatur Fleet by Vehicle and Equipment Type

Fleet Composition: Light Duty Vehicles

Fleet Composition: Medium Duty Vehicles
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If ICE (internal combustion engine) vehicles are converted to electric when 
they reach the end of life,

❑ Light-duty vehicles will be 100% electric by 2030
❑ Medium-duty vehicle fleet will e fully converted by 2040
❑ Challenges associated with heavy-duty and pursuit vehicles 
❑ Assuming a 1:1 charger to vehicle ratio, the City would need to install 

162 chargers throughout the transition

Vehicles in Fleet Type of Vehicle Quantity

Light Duty Motorcycles 1

Sedans 18

Pickup Trucks 8

Sport Utility Vehicles 25

Utility Vehicle 1

Refuse Hauler 14

Medium Duty Medium-Duty Trucks 30

Medium Duty Vans/Buses 8

Heavy Duty Heavy Duty Trucks 34

Pursuit Vehicles Sedans 25

Sport Utility Vehicles 5

Vans 1

Non-Road Engines Brush Chipper 1

Truck Chassis 1

Summary of Findings



Example of a City Energy Toolkit

Policy Description
Revolving Clean Energy Loan Fund Self-replenishing clean energy fund from the 

municipality or state

Solar Energy Purchase Agreement 
(SEPA)

Sign a long-term contract to buy solar built on 
municipal and commercial rooftops

Track, Publish and Review 
Municipal Energy Usage

Provide energy efficiency planning and design 
approaches for local government operations 
through benchmarking, transparency and auditing

Improve Lighting in 
Municipal Buildings 

Take advantage of savings opportunities through 
high-efficiency interior and exterior lighting 
solutions in municipal properties

Low-Income Weatherization & 
Workforce Development

Reduce energy consumption in low-income homes 
by providing home retrofits. Support this product 
by working with technical colleges and the 
community to create an equitable workforce 
development program

Electrify City Fleets and Buses Electrify municipal internal combustion vehicles 
and buses
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City Facility Solar Assessments
Beacon Municipal Center
420 W Trinity Pl. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
100 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$12,000

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $(21,800) $(61,400)

Lifetime IRR 3.9% -

Simple Payback Period 15 15

Decatur City Hall
509 N McDonough St. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
20 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$3,400

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $10,300 $1,900

Lifetime IRR 7.3% 2.2%

Simple Payback Period 11 11

Decatur Recreation Center
231 Sycamore St. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
80 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$11,100

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $30,800 $3,000

Lifetime IRR 7.1% 3.5%

Simple Payback Period 11 11
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City Facility Solar Assessments
Ebster Recreation Center
105 Electric Ave. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
50 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$6,800

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $12,200 $(6,100)

Lifetime IRR 6.3% -

Simple Payback Period 12 12

Fire Station #1
230 E Trinity Pl. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
20 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$2,400

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $(1,200) $(8,600)

Lifetime IRR 4.7% -

Simple Payback Period 14 14

Fire Station #2
356 W Hill St. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
20 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$2,000

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $(1,000) $(7,400)

Lifetime IRR 4.7% -

Simple Payback Period 14 14
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City Facility Solar Assessments
Legacy Park Admin.
500 South Columbia Dr. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
70 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$11,800

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $65,000 $41,000

Lifetime IRR 10.1% -

Simple Payback Period 9 9

Public Works Building A
2635 Talley St. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
90 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$11,600

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $2,000 $(32,400)

Lifetime IRR 5.1% -

Simple Payback Period 13 13

Public Works Building B
2635 Talley St. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended Capacity:
40 kW

Average Annual Savings:
$5,800

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $7,200 $(9,000)

Lifetime IRR 5.9% -

Simple Payback Period 12 12
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Where are you Coming From?
Place a pin on your residence, place of business, or community center

0City Limits
1.5 mi
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Appendix A 

Public Engagement 

 

 
Roundtable 1 Miro Board: Community and Equity 
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Roundtable 1 Miro Board: Community and Equity 

 

 

 
Roundtable 1 Miro Board: Community and Equity 



 
Roundtable 2 Miro Board: The Built Environment 
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Roundtable 2 Miro Board: The Built Environment 
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Roundtable 3 Miro Board: Clean Energy and the Economy 

 



 
Roundtable 3 Miro Board: Clean Energy and the Economy 
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Roundtable 3 Miro Board: Clean Energy and the Economy 
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Roundtable 3 Miro Board: Clean Energy and the Economy 

 

 

 

 
Charrette Planning Session: Green Dot Exercise 
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Charrette Planning Session: Green Dot Exercise 

 

 

 
Charrette: Decatur City Schools Youth Canvassing Training 
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Charrette: Consulting Teams and Decatur Residents Discuss the Plan 

 



 
Charrette: The Consulting Teams and Decatur Residents Discuss the Plan 

 

 

 
Charrette: Mayor Pattie Garrett Introduces the Plan 

 

 

 



 
Charrette Planning Session with Decatur City Staff: Photo Credit, Greg White 
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Charrette: Direct Community Feedback 
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City of Decatur

Charrette
March 8 & 9, 2022
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March 8 7:00am -10:00am Opening public sessions: 

Come hear about the 

Decatur Clean Energy 

Plan’s progress and 

findings to date

11:00am – 6:30pm Lobby open for walk-ins 

for all community 

members

March 9 8:00am – 3:00pm Lobby open for walk-ins 

for all community 

members

4:00pm - 7:00pm Open House: Decatur 

and its team members 

will review the 

completed plan elements

In-Person 
Charrette: 

Decatur Rec Center



Why Are We Here?
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How did we get here?
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What is clean energy?
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Benefits of Clean Energy

Economic Development

Benefits of Clean 

Energy

Improved housing quality 

Increased savings for
owners and renters

Reduced energy burden

Improved local economy

Improved public health

Improved outdoor air 
quality

Reduced economic stress

Increased disposable income

Improved indoor air 
quality

The solar industry provides job 

opportunities, with solar panel 

installer jobs projected to grow 

51% in the next 10 years.

Safer, more affordable and 
comfortable homes

Increased housing satisfaction
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Residential buildings consume a majority 
of Decatur's energy demand (51%) but 
produce 17% times less CO2e emissions 
than commercial buildings.

Total emissions reduce by 8% from 2020 
to 2050 if Decatur continues with 
business as usual.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Decatur
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Our Current Sources of Energy
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Creating a Clean Energy Plan
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Purposes of a Clean Energy Plan

Education Educate about the goal and the  processes to achieve the goal .

Advocacy

Make the case for why the goal is important for the environment, 
health, economics, energy burden. Serve as a resource for residents, and 
political leadership at municipal, state, and federal levels.

Transparency

Detail how the Plan was created, who funded it, who participated, how the 
community was engaged, and how community feedback was incorporated .

Value and Goal Setting

Demonstrate how the process for community, stakeholder, and expert 
engagement enabled the organization to discover the values and priorities 
guide the plan and evaluation of commitments .

Analysis

Provide data to define and achieve the goal, identifying current 
baseline, milestones, and pathways to achieving the goals .

Evaluation

Evaluate policies and programs to determine which will help us achieve the goal, 
informed by community engagement .

Accountability

Describe a plan to keep the City accountable to its goals and commitments.



The Process

Project Launch
Input & 

Awareness

Action 
Identification and 

Prioritization

Develop & Refine 
Plan

Implementation

Initiate stakeholder and 
community engagement:
• Develop stakeholder 

engagement approach
• Develop community 

engagement approach 
using previous Decatur 
processes and the 
engagement squad 
ensuring a diverse 
engagement

Host stakeholder and 
community conversations 
(depending on COVID 
realities - can be held 
virtually or in-person)
• 1:1s with businesses 

and orgs
• Community-wide kickoff 

and roundtables with 
facilitators

• Youth engagement 
through school 
workshops

Review feedback from 
community and stakeholders
• Capture priorities and 

values of Decaturites
• Consider diverse energy 

system, policy, and 
program scenarios 

• Release summary findings 
for community review

Develop Plan
• Select feasible 

scenarios based on 
engagement input, 
analytics from 
Greenlink, and team  
knowledge

• Draft and refine Clean 
Energy Plan, 
publishing 3 rounds of 
drafts

• Finalize and deliver 
Clean Energy Plan

Plan Enactment and 
Implementation
• Next Steps
• Develop and finalize 

toolkit and resources 
for education

• Policy, Programs & 
Technology



Community Engagement
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Engagement Opportunities: Roundtables

Roundtables: Webinar format
120 total participants

Community and Equity
November 17, 2021

Clean Energy and Economy
January 19, 2022

The Built Environment
February 24, 2022
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Engagement Opportunities: Educational 202s

Greenlink Equity Map TutorialGA Tech’s Kendeda Building Tour

Weatherization and EquityClimate Change and Public Health
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Engagement Opportunities: Stakeholder Interviews

Priorities General

Start with proven, effective programs

Active partnerships with Decatur City 
Schools, Agnes Scott, Emory, the Housing 
Authority

Be more proactive with the Public Service 
Commission and Georgia Power

Need to raise trust in City of Decatur

Update High Performance Building 

Standard
(Most comprehensive way to move the 
needle)

Advanced policies

Time of Sale Disclosure

Weatherization Analysis Incentive

REC Strategy

Solarize

SEPAs

Electrification Incentives

Green Bank
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Engagement Opportunities: Stakeholder Interviews

Priorities Education

Education on climate and energy and its 
importance

Education that asks what people need to 
know or interested in

Behavior changes/nudging with 
education 

Hotline for weatherization/efficiency 
upgrades 

Priorities Equity and Economic 

Development

Technological barriers

Access to improvement capital

Analyze potential incentives or waivers 
for weatherization programs

Workforce development

Limit impact of new building 
requirements on affordable housing

Sub-metering models for residents to 
access community solar
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Engagement Opportunities: Stakeholder Interviews

Priorities Transportation

Prioritization of low energy mobility

Acknowledge low-income commuter 
access to Decatur jobs

Electrify GO60+ shuttle for seniors

Micro-transportation options within 
Decatur

Extend light-rail from Emory to Decatur

Fleet conversion and increase EV 
infrastructure

Increase ridership of CCTMA Emory 
shuttle

Priorities Data Transparency

Public and private sectors

City progress reporting

Community efficiency challenges

Benchmarking



What we’ve learned
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How Electricity is Met Over Time

Baseline Scenario MAX Scenario
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Decatur’s Fuel Mix in 2050

Baseline Scenario MAX Scenario
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Start with Baseline  (SCALE NOTE: Transportation is ~ 20% of Building)



How do we get there?
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Energy Mix Scenarios

Business As Usual MAX ScenarioLocal Social Impact
*w/in Decatur Control

Most Cost Effective

Decatur makes no 
changes to its current 
policies and utilities 
follow the current 
Integrated Resource 
Plan (IRP) filings.

Decatur chooses 
pathways that 
maximize social impact 
with emphasis on 
reduction of energy 
burden and local job 
creation.

Decatur chooses all the 
pathways but invests in 
them only to the level 
of the highest cost 
benefit ratio.

Decatur chooses all the 
pathways and invests 
in the maximum level 
of cost effectiveness. 
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Energy Mix in Decatur’s Power Sector in 2050

Business As Usual MAX Scenario
Local Social Impact
*w/in Decatur Control Most Cost Effective

Energy Efficiency Nuclear Coal and GasAll Other RenewablesSolar
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Cost Analysis

Local Social Impact* MAX ScenarioBusiness As Usual Most Cost Effective
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IMPACT OF THE FOUR ENERGY MIX SCENARIOS
Jobs Created Incomes Increased

Public Health Savings CO2 Emission Avoided ( metric tons)



@SouthfaceInst | www.southface.org

Thank You and 
Next Steps

@cityofdecaturga   | cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com

VISIT US at cleanenergydecatur.com 

And take the survey
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/658
5655/Clean-Energy-Decatur

mailto:cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com
https://cleanenergydecatur.com/
https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6585655/Clean-Energy-Decatur


What is a Clean Energy Plan?

As part of an ongoing effort to protect 
the city and community against the 
negative impacts of climate change, 
Decatur is creating a Clean Energy Plan 
to help the City move away from its 
reliance on fossil fuels and towards a 
resilient, renewable future. Based on 
extensive community input, the 
Decatur Clean Energy Plan will identify
clean energy priorities, such as:

❑ Equity
❑ Energy efficiency and renewable 

energy in affordable housing
❑ Community-wide clean energy 

education
❑ Workforce training opportunities
❑ Increasing alternative 

transportation and mobility 
options

❑ Establishing a deadline to achieve 
a clean energy transition

❑ Outlining actionable steps towards 
a clean energy future

Decatur Public Forum
March 8-9, 2022
Decatur Recreation Center

How to Stay Involved!
EMAIL QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS TO
CLEANENERGYDECATUR@GMAIL.COM

W
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Clean Energy Toolkit
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Summary of Findings

❑ Light-duty vehicles will be 100% electric by 2030
❑ Medium-duty vehicle fleet will be fully converted by 2040
❑ Challenges associated with heavy-duty and pursuit vehicles 
❑ Assuming a 1:1 charger to vehicle ratio, the City would need to 

install 162 chargers throughout the transition

If ICE (internal combustion engine) vehicles are converted to electric 
when they reach the end of life,

Possible Financing

❑ Solar Energy Procurement Agreement
❑ Purchase by City
❑ City’s Capital Improvements Fund
❑ Guaranteed Savings Performance Contract

Vehicles in Fleet Type of Vehicle Quantity

Light Duty Motorcycles 1

Sedans 18

Pickup Trucks 8

Sport Utility Vehicles 25

Utility Vehicle 1

Refuse Hauler 14

Medium Duty Medium-Duty Trucks 30

Medium Duty Vans/Buses 8

Heavy Duty Heavy Duty Trucks 34

Pursuit Vehicles Sedans 25

Sport Utility Vehicles 5

Vans 1

Non-Road Engines Brush Chipper 1

Truck Chassis 1

Beacon Municipal Center
Proposed Improvements

Annual Cost 
Savings

Solar PV (170 kW) $21,875

LED Lighting and Controls $12,328

RCx HVAC and BAS $11,715

Ebster Recreation Center
Proposed Improvements

Annual Cost 
Savings

Solar PV (89 kW) $14,147

RCx HVAC and BAS $10,924

Highest Efficiency Gym RTUs $4,566

Decatur Recreation Center
Proposed Improvements

Annual Cost 
Savings

Solar (80 kW) $13,540

RCx Non-unitary HVAC $7,784

LED Lighting and Controls $5,473

Public Works Building A
2635 Talley St. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended 
Capacity:
90 kW

Average Annual 
Savings:
$11,600

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $2,000 ($32,400)

Lifetime IRR 5.1% -

Simple Payback 
Period

13 13

Municipal Buildings 
Assessment

Fleet Assessment

Solar AssessmentLegacy Park Admin.
500 South Columbia Dr. Decatur, GA 30030

Recommended 
Capacity:
70 kW

Average Annual 
Savings:
$11,800

Direct Purchase SEPA

Net Present Value $65,000 $41,000

Lifetime IRR 10.1% -

Simple Payback 
Period

9 9



City of Decatur

Clean Energy Plan
City Commission Work Session

August 15, 2022
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Planning Context: 2020 Strategic Plan

Vision: Decatur will foster an 
equitable, thriving, and welcoming 
community for all, today and in the 
future.

We Will:
1. Think holistically
2. Confront climate challenges
3. Work together
4. Embrace accountability
5. Pioneer Innovation
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Creating a Clean Energy Plan



The Process

Project Launch
Input & 

Awareness

Action 
Identification and 

Prioritization

Develop & Refine 
Plan

Implementation

Initiate stakeholder and 
community engagement:
• Develop stakeholder 

engagement approach
• Develop community 

engagement approach 
using previous Decatur 
processes and the 
engagement squad 
ensuring a diverse 
engagement

Host stakeholder and 
community conversations 
(depending on COVID 
realities - can be held 
virtually or in-person)
• 1:1s with businesses 

and orgs
• Community-wide kickoff 

and roundtables with 
facilitators

• Youth engagement 
through canvassing 

Review feedback from 
community and stakeholders
• Capture priorities and 

values of Decaturites
• Consider diverse energy 

system, policy, and 
program scenarios 

• Release summary findings 
for community review

Develop Plan
• Select feasible 

scenarios based on 
engagement input, 
analytics from 
Greenlink, and team  
knowledge

• Draft and refine Clean 
Energy Plan, 
publishing 3 rounds of 
drafts

• Finalize and deliver 
Clean Energy Plan

Plan Enactment and 
Implementation
• Next Steps
• Develop and finalize 

toolkit and resources 
for education

• Policy, Programs & 
Technology
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Community Engagement

3 Community Roundtables
o Community and Equity

o Clean Energy and the Economy

o The Built Environment

3 Learning Opportunities
o Weatherization and Equity

o Georgia Techs’ Kendeda Building

o Climate Change and Health

2 day In-Person Charrette

260+ Survey Respondents

5 Youth Canvassing Events
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Stakeholders and Partners of the Plan

Community Engagement Stakeholders

Agnes Scott Center for 
Sustainability

Georgia Environmental 
Finance Authority

Active Living Advisory 
Board

City Schools of Decatur Emory 

University Transportation
Office

Better Together Advisory 
Board

Decatur Housing Authority Decatur Land Trust Lifelong Community 
Advisory Board

Georgia Interfaith Power and 
Light

CoD Staff Environmental 
Sustainability Board

Georgia Tech Kendeda
Building

MLK Project Georgia Clinicians for 
Climate Action

All in for Decatur 100 Decatur Business Association Decatur Cares about 
Climate

DeKalb County
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Survey Results

Over 260 people took Decatur’s survey around the 
city’s decision to move toward 100% clean and 
renewable energy

Of those respondents, 222 were Decatur residents 
and 41 were Atlanta residents. 

• Race: 196 White, 13 Black, 9 Asian Pacific, 5 
Hispanic or Latino respondents

• Gender: 50% female, 44% male 

• Age: 70% of respondents were 40+, where 30% 
were 60+ and 11% were under 30

• Income: Over half reported a household income of 
$100k+ in 2019 

• Owner/renter status: 85% owners, 11% renters
Survey responses were weighted based on their representation of these categories 
in comparison to census data from the American Community Survey
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Survey Results: What is considered clean and renewable?

Respondents overwhelmingly 
consider solar, wind, 
hydropower, and energy 
efficiency to be clean and 
renewable energy sources

Nuclear energy lacks a strong 
endorsement from respondents
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Survey Results: Key Questions

86%
Respondents are very supportive of 

a transition to cleaner energy
Not counting write-in
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Survey Results: Key Questions

69%
Respondents want to see Decatur 
completely phase out fossil fuels

Not counting write-in
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Survey Results: Timeline

A majority of respondents want these 
changes to be made

by 2030

63%
Respondents want at least ¾ of their 

energy to come from clean and 
renewable energy sources by 2030

81%
Respondents want at least 50% clean 

and renewable energy by 2030
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Survey Results: Common Themes

Decatur should be a leader when it comes to reducing their impact on climate change:

○ “We as a city should and absolutely MUST be the leader on this.  We need to be the 

model for the rest of the state and all the south.”

○ “[We need to] hold city leaders accountable to make this happen as quickly as possible.”

○ “Prioritize commercial and municipal shifts before [making requirements from the] 

residential [sector].”

Decatur needs to be transparent and engaging in their clean and renewable energy 

transition:

○ “Decatur should make this a flagship and very visible program.”

○ “Publicize the goals constantly; get material to classrooms”
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Energy Burdens and Centering Equity

Energy burden is the percent of income a household 
spends on electricity and/ or natural gas bills. Causes of 
energy burden include:
• poor insulation,
• outdated appliances,
• deteriorating housing,
• excessive energy consumption.

High energy burden is particularly common for renters, 
low-income households, and communities of color that 
have disproportionately impacted by systemically racist 
housing policies.

Census 

Tract

Number of 

Households

Number of 

Households 

with Severe 

Energy Burden

Median 

Household 

Income

225 2662 638 $90,645

226 2970 328 $82,129

227 1730 141 $136,333

228 1308 161 $136,705

According to the Greenlink Equity Map (GEM), approximately 14% of 
households in census tracts 225 – 228 spend more than 10% of their 
income on energy bills, making them severely energy burdened.
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• Business-as-Usual (BAU) -
No changes are made

• Most Cost-Effective (MCE) -
Benefit/cost ratio 
prioritized

• Social and Loc Impact (SLI) -
Higher community benefits 
than MCE, lower costs than 
MAX

• Maximum (MAX) -Decatur 
does everything in its 
power to reach 100% clean 
and renewable energy

ACES Pathway Summary

BAU MCE SLI MAX

Cumulative Benefits 

($M)

0 428 520 634

Cumulative Costs ($M) 0 35 57 86

Benefit/Cost Ratio n/a 12.2 9.1 7.4

Net Jobs Created 0 120 160 225

Total Household 

Income Increase ($M)

0 24 33 47

Gross Regional Product 

Growth ($M)

0 55 72 99

Public Health Savings 

($M)

0 26 36 43

Household Bill Savings 0 20 24 30

CO2 Emissions Avoided 

(MMT)

0 0.59 0.92 1.17

Pathway Cumulative (2030 – 2050) Outcomes
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Pathways to 100% Clean Energy
“During stakeholder and learning sessions, Decatur residents and government leaders compared each modeled scenario 
to a business-as-usual (BAU) scenario, or the scenario in which no action is taken and Decatur continues to move forward 
without any new policy intervention. If no new actions are taken, Decatur’s total energy consumption is expected to be
240 thousand MWh –primarily composed coal and natural gas – by 2035.”
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 2030 – Municipal buildings will be supplied by 100% clean and 
renewable energy

 2035 – Municipal fleet will be fully electrified; Community buildings 
will be supplied by 100% clean and renewable electricity

 2050 – All community uses, including transportation, will be supplied 
by 100% clean and renewable energy

Clean Energy Goals
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Clean Energy Impact Areas

Greening the Built Environment
o Zero Energy Ready

o Building Performance Standard

Leading by Example
o Transition all municipal buildings to 100% clean and 

renewable energy by 2030

Building Community Through Equitable Investment 
o Provide funding for energy audits, weatherization, and rooftop solar 

installations through Community Energy Funds eligible for donations 

from the public

o Fund local clean energy initiatives

Advocating for Larger Solutions
o Actively engage and intervene in future IRPs

o Create partnerships with similar cities

Moving to Low and No-Carbon Transportation
o Reduce single-occupant vehicle trips by enhancing cycling 

infrastructure and e-bike access

o EV Shuttle

o VMT Reduction

Closing the Gap
o Design local offset programs

o Leverage Clean Energy Advisory Board

o Buy local RECs (strategy)-long term (after 2030 strategy)

Community Energy Fund
o Establish a sustainable mechanism to support community 

projects; Focus on equity and local workforce development
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Pathways to 100% CE: Residential and Commercial Energy Efficiency

Create Community-wide Energy 
Efficiency and Weatherization 
Program

o Based on success of ‘Solarize’ to take 
advantage of bulk purchasing

Expand Existing Programs

o COD Community and Economic Development 
Department forms partnership with ACTION

o MLK Service Project 

o Decatur Land Trust Home Rehab Program
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Pathways to 100% CE: Benchmarking and Performance Standards

Policy Options and Goals

Net Zero-Ready

2035
Net Zero

2038

o Improve and advance code towards net-zero energy requirements for new 

municipal, institutional, and commercial construction

o Benchmarking: Require commercial and multifamily buildings to track and 

report energy and water consumption

o Performance Standards: Require periodic energy performance improvements 
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Pathways to 100% CE: Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Public Transportation

Increase Bike/Pedestrian 
Commutes to 15% of total

o Bike lane striping, expanded bike lane and 
safety infrastructure

o Bike and E-bike rental program

o Achieve Gold Status: Bicycle Friendly 
Community Certification

10% Reduction in VMTs by 2030
with TDM Programming

o Expand local bus service including “first and last mile” 
connections to metro transit

o Parking management and monitoring, financial 
incentives

o Continue densification of commercial districts, transit-
oriented development

o Commute reduction program
o Carpool/vanpool through employer/city-provided 

vehicles
o Transit incentives such as free MARTA pass
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Pathways to 100% CE: State Level Advocacy

o IRP intervention with specific program requests from the Decatur 

Clean Energy Plan

2022

o Decatur leadership in the DSMWG

o Re-negotiate Franchise Agreement with Georgia Power

2025

2026 and Onward

o Expanded efficiency and equity-focused funding in Georgia 

Power (IRP)*

o Monitor PSC proceedings

o Advocate for net metering (“monthly netting”) in Georgia 

Power Rate Case
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Pathways to 100% CE: Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) 

Purchase Locally

o Decatur > County > Metro > Southeast > National

o Consider carbon avoidance (if using National)

o Best to invest somewhere that doesn’t have as much 
renewable energy 

Bulk Buying

o Buy them all at once (cheaper) or buy them 
annually (more expensive, but more options)

o Buying them now ($5-10/ MW ) is cheaper but 
would still have to buy every year - based on a 
typical national price 

o Building your own solar ($70-80/ MW), but it 
will be there for the entirety of the 30 years



THANK YOU!

VISIT US at cleanenergydecatur.com 

@cityofdecaturga   | cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com

https://cleanenergydecatur.com/
mailto:cleanenergydecatur@gmail.com
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o Only presenters will have video & voice during the presentation.

o After the presentation, we will start the Q & A portion.

o At this time, you can request to talk using the phone icon under 
your name.

o Please feel free to ask question via the chat box throughout the 
session, and we will answer them at  the end of the session

HOUSEKEEPING: ZOOM LOGISTICS



APPENDIX
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Residential buildings consume a majority 
of Decatur's energy demand (51%) but 
produce 17% less CO2 emissions than 
commercial buildings.

Total emissions reduce by 8% from 2020 
to 2050 if Decatur continues with 
business as usual.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Decatur
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Our Current Sources of Energy
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Our Current Sources of Energy
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Current Clean Energy Plan Outline

A LETTER FROM THE MAYOR

B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C INTRODUCTION

D THE CITY OF DECATUR TODAY

E DECATUR’S CLEAN ENERGY LANDSCAPE

F PATHWAYS TO 100% CLEAN ENERGY

G COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

H CLEAN ENERGY ACTIONS
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Current Outline

A LETTER FROM THE MAYOR

B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C INTRODUCTION

D THE CITY OF DECATUR TODAY

E DECATUR’S CLEAN ENERGY LANDSCAPE

F PATHWAYS TO 100% CLEAN ENERGY

G COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

H CLEAN ENERGY ACTIONS

On October 28th, 2022, the City of Decatur announced its initiative 
to develop Decatur’s Clean Energy Plan for a clean energy future.
This Plan incorporates the vision, mission, and climate action 
commitments from the 2020 Strategic Plan, which are:

Think Holistically - Create interconnected climate and social policies, 
programs, and projects by identifying gaps in equity and 
leveraging community-driven opportunities.

Confront Climate Challenges – Strengthen environmental 
sustainability and resiliency by aligning Decatur’s goals and 
practices.

Work Together – Continue to design and promote community 
engagement opportunities and regional, cross-sector 
partnerships.

Embrace Accountability – Decatur commits to learning from past 
injustices to measure progress toward equitable climate 
outcomes.

Pioneer Innovation – Continue to seek bold and creative climate and 
social solutions to serve as an example to others.

INTRODUCTION
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Current Outline

A LETTER FROM THE MAYOR

B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C INTRODUCTION

D THE CITY OF DECATUR TODAY

E DECATUR’S CLEAN ENERGY LANDSCAPE

F PATHWAYS TO 100% CLEAN ENERGY

G COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

H CLEAN ENERGY ACTIONS

Decatur’s Energy Landscape
In 2019, the community-wide (residential and 
commercial buildings) electricity consumption was 
241 million MWh.

The municipal activities of Decatur itself account for a 
small though important portion of energy use and CO2

emissions - municipal building activities contribute to 
about 1.7 thousand metric tons of emissions.

Within the transportation sector, the Decatur 
community’s 2019 vehicle miles traveled totaled 
approximately 84 million miles, equal to 38 thousand 
tons of CO2 emissions.

The role of utilities in Decatur’s energy consumption
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Current Outline
A LETTER FROM THE MAYOR

B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

C INTRODUCTION

D THE CITY OF DECATUR TODAY

E DECATUR’S CLEAN ENERGY LANDSCAPE

F PATHWAYS TO 100% CLEAN ENERGY

G COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

H CLEAN ENERGY ACTIONS

THE CITY OF DECATUR TODAY
Decatur’s demographics as they relate to race, education, income, and 
housing tenure

The economics of clean and renewable energy; “roughly 10 jobs 
are created or sustained for every million dollars invested toward 
residential energy efficiency, each of which have an average 
annual salary of $53 thousand. Construction workers, HVAC 
technicians, program administrators, and electricians are a few of 

the specialists that make up this field”.
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Survey Results: How much are respondents willing to spend?

88%
Respondents would spend  $5 or 
more a month for clean energy

37%
Respondents would spend  $15 or 

more a month for clean energy
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Decatur’s Top Policy Options

Solar

Energy

Efficiency

27%

2%

23%

34%

14%
o Integrated 

Resource 
Plan (IRP) 
Intervention 
and Advocacy

o Renewable 
Energy Credit 
Strategy

Municipal Solar
o Renewable Energy for 

Municipal Operations
o 4 Municipal Resiliency 

Hubs by 2032

Energy Efficiency
o Update High-Performance Building 

Standard 

o Implement Benchmarking and 

Performance Requirements 

o Reduce Municipal Energy 

Consumption 

o Weatherization-Low Income

o Community energy fund

o “Renovise”

Nuclear, Coal 
and Natural 
Gas



Decatur Clean Energy Plan
July 28, 2022

Clean Energy Action Areas and Pathways

Leading by Example o Transition all municipal buildings to 100% clean 
and renewable energy by 2030

Building Community Through Equitable Investment o Provide funding for energy audits, 

weatherization, and rooftop solar installations 

through Community Energy Funds 

o Fund local clean energy initiatives

Developing a Community Energy Fund o Work with partners to allow charitable 
donations

Greening the Built Environment o 2035 Net Zero-Ready

o 2038 Net Zero

Moving to Low and No-Carbon Transportation o Enhance cycling infrastructure and e-bike 

access

o 13% Increase in Bike/Pedestrian Commutes 

o 10% Reduction in VMTs by 2030 with TDM 
Programming

Advocating for Larger Solutions o Actively engage and intervene in future IRPs

o Create partnerships with similar cities

Closing the Gap o Collegiate program for local offsets

o Leverage Clean Energy Advisory Board

o Buy local RECs 

2030
Municipal Buildings
supplied with 100%

Clean and Renewable 
Energy

2035
Community Buildings 

and Municipal Vehicles 
supplied with 100% 

Clean and Renewable 
Electricity

2030
All other community 

uses, including 
Transportation supplied 

with 100% Clean and 
Renewable Energy



Community Engagement

3 Community Roundtables
o Community and Equity
o Clean Energy and the Economy
o The Built Environment

3 Learning Opportunities
o Weatherization and Equity
o Georgia Techs’ Kendeda Building
o Climate Change and Health

2 day In-Person Charrette

260+ Survey Respondents

5 Youth Canvassing Events

Pathways to 100% Clean Energy

Community engagement directly informed 
the Decatur Clean Energy Plan Pathways

Survey Results
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